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rtTell the truth and don't be afraid"

Miss America speaks
about AIDS prevention

1

'

s

'

Warns students that disease can affect anyone
By TAMMIE SLOUP
and HEATHER CYGAN
Staff wriLers

"I was allowed Lo see the
humanity," Shindle said. ''There
are 8,500 new mfections a day
and women and minorities are
Reigning Miss America Kare becoming infected at an
Shindle spoke to an audience of unprecedented rate."
about 200 Thursday night during
Shindle said she believes
a stop at Eastern as part of her people should take responsibility
National Speaking Tour of AIDS co prevent the spread of the
prevention, and later closed her ,disease. AIDS can only be
visit by viewing the NAMES contracted through sex and by
Project AIDS
injection.
Memorial Quilt.
Shindle
"AIDS is a ' ' It feels good to get dirty said
that
real disease that
with something you care P e 0 P 1 e
affects
real
should read
people, even
about. The best thing is the directions
people that we speaking about this issue."
on condoms
love," Shindle
because if
~aid. "I have
· Kate Shindle, they are used
met
Miss America correctly,
never
anyone
that _________
they are 98hasn' t
been
prefouodly affected by the quilt.
It's not just used as a memorial,
it promotes education and
prevention."
"It's amazing how someone
can sum up a life on a 3 (foot)
by 6 foot panel," Shindle said.
The AIDS Memorial Quilt 's
panels measure 3 feet by 6 feet
10 represent grave sizes.
She was most affected by a
panel for a 22-year-old man who
created his own patch of the
AIDS Memorial Quilt that
stated, "If you're reading this,
·I'm dead."

to
100percent
effective.
When
condoms fail, it is usually
because of human error, she
added.
"Is it more uncomfortable to
talk about using a condom or (to
tell) someone you have HIV?"
Shindle said. " I believe that
condom distribution does not
encourage sex, we need to be
honest with ourselves."
Every hour, two Americans
are infected with the HIV virus
and every 11 seconds someone
in the world cont:racts the virus,
Shindle said.

"My title is an incredibly
important and powerful tool,"
Shindle said. "But many people
think Miss America shouldn't be
talking about AIDS.
Shindle became interested in
the topic of AIDS prevention
while she was attending
Northwestern University and a
theater professor had died of
AIDS.
"I didn't know him personally
but I was a theater major and I
could see the devastation in the
department," she said.
A close friend of Shindle's
died the same year as the
aforementioned professor, which
prompted Shindle to take a
unique perspective on AIDS.
Statistics show that 77
percent of girls and 86 percent
of boys are sexually active by
the age of 16, Shindle said. She
said that she admires studems
who choose abstinence.
After completing her yearlong reign as Miss America,
Shindle said she plans to stay
involved in the AIDS awareness
program through volunteer
work.
"It feel s good to get dirty
with something you care about,"
Shindle said. "The best thing is
speaking about this issue."
Several members of the
audience, who traveled to see
her speak, were moved by

The heat is on . • •
Things are getting steamy in
several residence halls because of
erratic temperatures and a lack of
climate controls.
Several residence hall residents
shared their experiences with the
sweltering beat that has been
pumping into their rooms
incessantly.
"It's been hot ever since it's
gotten cold outside," said Amy
Blough, a freshman preelementary major and resident of
Andrews Hall. "It has to be 75
degrees or above and we always
have to open the window."
"The room has always been
hot," said Courtney Bleke, a
freshman psychology major and
resident of Andrews Hall. "It's like
a sauna"
Bleke said her window is also

broken which causes the
temperatures to rise even more.
"I've never used blankets or
anything all year," Bleke said.
The heating and cooling of
Eastern is controlled from a unit
on the west side of campus in part
by old numeric controls and also
by the new direct digital control
system, said Ted Weidner, physical
plant director.
Computer-controlled heat is
gradually being added to residence
halls as the university acquires the
money needed for such changes
and the numeric controls are
"slowly being phased out,"
Weidner said. Direct digital
control systems have been added
to Eastem's campus slowly for the
past six to 10 years and they are
still in the process of converting
different buildings, Weidner said.
Buzzard Hall's heating system
See HEAT page 2
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ANNA BETZELBERGER/Associate photo ed~or
Miss America Kate Shindle reads names from the AIDS Memorial Quilt
that is on display in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University. Miss America visited the quilt after her speech Thursday
night.
down to earth," sa.id Molly
Shindle's presentation.
"I thought it was very good. I Walton, a 14-year-old Decatur
could really understand it," said resident.
Jheri Brewner, a 14-year-old
For anonymous, 24-hour
Decatur resident.
_
information oh the HIV virus
"She was great. Her attitude and AIDS epidemic call (800)
surprised me, she was re~lly 342-"AIDS or (800) AID- AIDS.

Consultants
cook up c;Je~ign
for food court

Andrews Hall feels rising temperatures
By HEATHER CYGAN
and JAIME HODGE
Staff editors

...

ByAMYTHON
Student government editor
Two food court consultants will return to
campus Thursday and Friday to continue
examining the campus for food cou rt
possibilities that will be located in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Next week's consultation will mark Joyce
Fasano's second visit to campus. She will be
accompanied by food court design contractor
Les Jones.
"The original food court consultant as
ANNA BETZELBERGER/Associate photo editor well as a design consultant will be on
campus," said Union director Shirley
Stewart.
Valerie Kleinfeld, a senior math major, and Laura
The completion date for the food court
Baumruck, a junior zoology major; ta'ke time out to look at has not changed. It is still planned to finish
pieces of the AIDS Memorial Quilt Thursday afternoon. by the fall of 1999.
The quilt will be on display until Friday. Closing
"(The consultants) think they are still on
ceremonies will be at 4:30 p.m. Saturday in the Ballroom of
See CONSULTANT page 2
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

Time to reflect
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The Daily Eastern HEAT
News
Highli ghting campus and city crimes and
police events every Tuesday and Friday

Paper stand reported stolen
Times -Courier
Dis trict
Manager Cathy Leitch, 38. of
Ma_ttoon, reported at 2:32 p.m.
Tuesday a newspaper stand
missing outside Phillips 66,
located at I 002 Lincoln Ave.
The theft occurred sometime
between 11 p.m. Monday and 3
a.m. Tuesday. The stand is valued at more than $300. according to a police report.

Campus:
• Patricia A. Tesla, 18, of 306
Lawson Hall, reported the driver 's side rear window of her
1998 Chrysler New Yorker was
damaged costing $170 between
Saturday and 5:05 a.m. Monday
in the Ninth Street parking lot,
accordi ng to a police report.
Blood also was discovered in
the veh icle, but nothing was
taken, a police report stated.
• Denise L. Hunn, 19, of 526
Andrew s Hall. repo rted the
windshie ld o f her 1987 Ford
Taurus cracked in a circular pattern on charge-.. of criminal
damage to propert\, a poll c
r port stJted. The 1nc1den1
d fter I ~ r •
•
tllf) 11 ~lk·~~"' ~' S ttet;t

parking lot, according to a
police report.

City:
• Lonnie Fitzgerald. 20. of 513
Reynolds Dr.• was cited at 2:46
a.m. Friday in the 100 block of
:vtadison Ave. for dri-.. ing under
the influence, minor consumption or alcohol, leaving the
scene of property damage and
improper lane usage, according
to a police repon.
• Pauick O'Brien, 22, of 1440
Tenth St., was c ited at 11 :42
p.m. Friday in the 1400 block of
Ninth Street for driving under
the influence, improper lighting
and no insurance, according to a
police report.
• Giulio Liotine, 22, of Orland
Park, was c ited at 1:22 a.m.
Sunday in the 1500 block of
Ninth Street for dnvmg under
the influence and failure to stop
at or before a stop sign, according to a police rcpon .
• Brandon Napp i, 18, of 366
Cannan Hall, was cited at 9:42
r m Fnru m the 700 block of
t \venu I po... seo;s10 1
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is a good example of the newest and
best computer-operated heating operation, Weidner said.
Each building is connected with a
line connected to the computer. The
system is set up so that if the h ne
breaks the building is still able to run
on its own, Weidner said. Typically,
the summer temperatures are kept at
78 degrees and winter temperatures
at 74 degrees, Weidner added.
The beating system is monitored
by the Energy Masters of Kansas
Cicy, Mo., a company that guarantees
its customers will save energy and
money with systems installed by
them. Temperatures must stay at their
recommended amount'> to fulfill the
guarantee requirements, Weidner
said.
To heat Eastem's campus costs
about $3.5 million a year. according
to last year's fiscal costs, Weidner
said.
With proper authorization and a
couple phone calls, the atmosphere
will be newly formatted to needed
conditions. The temperature can be
changed on the direct digital controls
"with in a matter of minutes,"
Weidner said. Buildings with the
numeric controls must be changed at
each individual thermostat.
If these systems break down or
need repair they are remedied as soon
as possible by the physical plant "If
someone te ll s us abo u t (needed
repairs), we fix it," Weidner said.
Students who experience problems with the heating in their dorms
can report the complaints to their residence hall directors. said Mark
Shaklee . assistant direc tor o f hous-
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from page one
track with that." Harns said.
The food court 1s among the
campus improvements project
voted on ·hy students last ) car to
be fu n d e d wi th a n a dd iti o na l
$50 per semester fee . The projects will cost $9.5 million.
Th e co n s ulta nt s \\ill b e
examining the e xic;ting foo d serv ice options and facilities on
campus. said Student Body
President Kim Harris .
Jones also will be reviewing
the find ings from the first campu s vis it , Stewart said. Both
coosultanrs are working to come
up with a recommendation
regarding a feasible location for
the food court.

''

He will be looking at
the actual faci lities
where we fee d people."

- Shirley Stewart,
Union director

Jones wi ll be looking at the
size and proximity of the possible locations on campus, Harris
.,aid. However. no specifications
abou t which fast food chains
will be in th e food cou rt a re
available.
Stewart said Jones will evaluate both the Union and the res-

idence hall He \\ill report the
pros and cons of "here the
uni~ers1ty might conc;1der bu1ldmg the food court from a structura l p oi nt of \ ic w, S tewart
said.
··He .... ill h e loo king a1 the
actual faci lities .... here we feed
people.'' Stewart said.
The existing equipment in
the kitchens of these locat ions
will be evaluated.
"He will be here to assess
wbat we currently have:·
Stewart said.
H arris sa id a s tu dent food
court advisory comm ittee will
be formed so students can give
input to the food coun.

•6pm-9pm

•Spaghetti
Dinner
•Formal
Smoker
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Minority affairs internships allow
students to earn college credi.t
By RYAN HIUIGOSS
Staff writer
Eastern·.., Minority Affair'>
ffice i-. offering paid internp~ for minority students for
e .summer and !all semesters.
Interns can earn $1,000 per
onth and up to 12 hour.s of acatm1c credit applicable to their
eld of study.
The Minority Internship
P•ogram has operated for 15
ears in cooperation with
Chicago State Uni\ ersity,
Governor:- State University.
Nonheastem Illinois Uni' crsity
nd Western Illinois University.
TI1e internships are funded by a
grant through the Higher
Education Cooperation Act. The
grants are awarded annually to
:he five consortium universities
Jnd are prorated based on the
'chools · minority enrollment.
"The program has been and
remains highly successful. The
program aijo.~S' ict4'rn to1¥.~"
experience. rt!ferences, and contacts which will be essential
after graduation. The program
also helps interns decide
whether or not lhey are in the
nght field," said Johnetta Jones,

director of the Minority Affairs
Office and Eastern's chairperson
for the consortium p1ogram.
Internships will1 local and
state governmental agencie:s and
offices ::ire emphasized. but
interns ma) be placed with pri\ ate companies and other agencies which suit a given intcrn's
major nnd/or career inspirations.
During the !>ummcr and fall
semesters 1997, nine interns
served with 'ariou-. agencies
and companie-. including:
~lerrill-Lynch ln•cstments in
Schaumhu1g. a summer camp in
Michigan. a state prison in
Dan,·ille, the Springfield
Chamber of Commerce, the
St.Louis Zoo and the H} all
Hotel in Milwaukee.
Todd Levant. a senior speech
pathology major. worked fo r
Gottfred Speech Associates as
an intern this past summer.
Levant said he spent the majority of his time at the Cabrini
<::treen bousing complex in
Chicago. During his stay,
Levant said he observed
patients, assisted with training
sessions and helped to create a
program which assists single
.mothers coming off public assis-

tcmce.
"The Minority Internship
Program w::is a good experience
for me lt gave rnc experience,
contacts for future employment
and/or graduate 'Chool. and an
opportunity to C\ al u tc m) field
of academic "tudy and future
employment. A-; a .1esult of Lhe
internship. nl) rc.sohe lo
become Jn\ oh cd in the Speech
Pathologj field was strengthened," Le\ ant said.
Students \\ho appl) and arc
awarded an internship are
placed in 3obs comparable to
their major fields of -;tudy. Also.
interns arc most often placed m
their desired geographic locations. Roughly 50 percent of the
interns are given offers for
future employment from their
sponsor.
The program is open to
minority upperclassmen with a
cumulative grade point average
of 2. 75 and graduate students
with a cumulative grade point
average of 3.25 in their graduate
work.
Applications are due by Feb.
27 and can be picked up at the
Minority Affairs office located
in Blair HaJI.

DEANNA MCINTYRE/Staff photographer

Musical boxes
Claudia Gould. curator of the music box project, shows guests a
display titled "Carousel" made by Jennifer Bolande. The
"Carousel" has slides and as each is rapidly flipped, a carousel
horse is shown moving up and down like a real carousel.

CAA discovers_ majority
of grades are A's and B's
By DAN OCHWAT
Staff writer

ANNA BETZELBERGER/Associate photo editor

Questions and answers
Jim Troester. an AIDS speaker. talks Thursday with students while eating lunch in the Charleston/Mattoon
room. Troester discussed new medications he has taken over the past years as part of a new AIDS treatment
plan.

\Jr

Martini Monday
,j~:_ck Feb. 21
~

the Astronauts
LIVE LOUNGE!
509 Van Buren

345-2380

·Play Hooky
•Live Life
·Don't eat with
a stopwatch
·Advertise with
The Daily

Send your
Valentine
Love & Kisses.

The Council on Academic
Affairs Thursday approved a
cover letter and list of six questions to be sent to department
chairs encouraging disc ussion
among faculty members about
current grading practices.
CAA members found that 70
percent of the grades given out
during the spring J997 -.emester
were A's and s·s.
The reason for this is
unknown. but the CAA qucsuoncd \\ hethcr high grades
a\\arded to stimulate student:for higher teacher evaluations.
The CAA is going to discuss
this question and six more in a
proposal ti tied. ··Grading
Practi ces: Que s tion s For

Departmental Discussion".
The CAA will hold an open
forum at 2:30 p.m. March 12 to
address these concerns.
The CAA also voted against
adding new courses to the integrated core.
''Now is the time to extend
this s trong discouragement,"
said CAA Chair M ary Durkin
Wohlrabe.
CAA members discouraged
adding new courses to the integrated core because the general
education is continuously
changing. which confuses the
General Assessment Committee
who is studyi n g the core fo r
what is working and what isn't.
Wohlrabc said.
The policy will be intact until
January ofl 999.

TTENTION Industrial Technology majors:
These employers are looking for you:

Krupp Gerlach Company
Morton Building, Inc.
Plastipak Packaging

Valentines Day is
Saturday, February 14.
The HERSHEY'S KISSES. Bear
Bouquec from Teleflora fearurcs
a fresh flmn:r bouquet and
a lovable. huggable bt!ar
cradling a stuffed replica
of Hershey's K1~ses.,
chocolates.

For more information about these &
other opportunities, plan to attend:

Career Day/Job Fair

Other valentine
arrangements starting at. . .

J

Eastern Nevvs

3Tulefiora

·Act Frisky

(slv.ip name. ad.In.."" an.I pOOnc numbeT)
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Wednesday, February 4th
9:30arn-2:30pm
Lantz Gym
Complete employer list available at Career Services
SSB, Room 13 581-2412
www.jobsrv.eiu.edtt •
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Editorials are the opinion of the Editorial Board.
Columns are the opinion of the author.
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'Date rape' drugs
not being taken
lightly by.officials
aw authorities are hot on the trail of the latest
LAttorney
drug to run rampant on college campuses.
General Jim Ryan sponsored an emergency summit Monday in Springfield to increase
awareness of ..date rape" drugs and to halt their use
as a tool in sexual assaults.
Representatives from all Illinois colleges and universities attended the summit
Emergency summits
are not a whimsical fling;
I• r1·
their purpose is to address
current, sometimes threatening issues that need to be dealt with immediately.
A December indictment of three men in DeKalb
charged with dealing gamma hydroxybutyric acid
(GHB) spurred the summit, Ryan said.
What probably dug the spurs into the sides of legislators was that.Northern lliinois· University is
located in DeKalb. Since the GHB occurrence and
the university are linked in proximity, these "date
rape" drugs pose a serious threat to Northern students.
Eastern students should recognize the dangers
and seriousness of these drugs; Eastern faculty
members acknowledge the possible dangers by
attending the summit. Several Eastern representatives made appearances at the summit to give the
university's perspective on the issues.
This particular summit needs to be taken seriously by college faculty an~ more importantly, students. Moreover, students need to realize that they
have no right messing with other people's state of
mind.
Obviously the issue is of gre.at importance to college students. Now that the state administrators
have become personally involved in the fight, the
stakes have gone up. Law enforcement and administrators are on a mission to stop the trafficking of
these mind-altering drugs.
Students here are clearly intelligent people; they
made it to college, after all. People need to start
thinking seriously and acting responsibly when situations call for such behavior, which are no easy
feats. College students are adults in the eyes of the
law, hence they should act with maturity. People are
afraid to rely on their minds because they fear the
consequences.
Ryan and fellow state officials are waging a war
against these up and coming "date rape" drugs.
Students need to help them by acting responsibly
and using caution when the weekend rolls around.

Ed to al

''today's quote
· It is a condition which confronts us not a theory.
- Grover Cleveland

.

AIDS Memorial Quilt is a lasting memory
"My name is Don. and I am
ined before. He sees life a;
22 years old. I was diagnosed
meaningful
not by the length
"He sees life as
with AIDS on February 22,
time a person lives, but ti\;
meaningful not by cycles of living and loving lhe<
1993. Sometimes it makes me
very sad. If you are reading this.
the Length oftime a go through. I believe this to ll:
lam dead."
Lrue, not only with people. b
person lives, but
At first glance, this panel
also with this univers11
message strikes many as morthe cycles of Living Bringing the AIDS Memor1
Quilt to campus is a new cyd.
bid, ·however it is just one ERIN WEED
and loving they go of
open minds and compassiot
example of the types of mes- Guest columnist
through."
sages that the AIDS Memorial
ate hearts. This is a cycle I ho~
Quilt conveys to it's viewers.
will not cease, but instead, w1
Eastern Illinois University has
•
keep repeating itself.
been assertive enough to finally attain this national
I have seen all the faces of AIDS at my young age.
monument as it passes through central lllinois and blasts saw it in family, in friends and in complete strange
us with its message of sorrow, shock. love and hope for from all backgrounds. As education chair, I recognize
·
the future.
is not my primary goal not to pound AIDS facts int
Many wonder what exactly the quilt is, and for any- everyone's brain, or to put a condom in each hand I :;c.'(:
one who has seen and felt it can vouch that it is difficulc but to simply encourage people to visit the quilt in Lt
to describe. Moreover, it is deeply personal contribution Grand Ballroom. No fact sheet. no video and no info:
for all the world to see which makes every panel unique mative speech I conjure up could ever duplicate tlr
in its own right. Although I can't exactly tell what the effect the AIDS Memorial Quilt seems to have on 1
quilt is in itself. I can explain what type of situation the visitors. The reason one must see it on their own 1
people on the quilt face before their death.
because the quilt speaks for itself.
Here's the scenario: A man walks up to you and
Anyone who has seen the quilt understands this..~
solemnly states that you have only 24 hours to live. He one gazes upon the 300 panels covering the walls a
hands you a piece of fabric that is 3 feet by 6 feet long. floor, they are not merely focusing on preny woven fa~
the size of a human grave, and tells you that all people rics that make a cozy blanket. You are peering into LI:
for the rest of time will rem'ember your life as it is por- lives, souls and dreams of those who have died. a
trayed on this panel. How do you •want to be remem- those that remember them.
bered? That is the question that 44,000 people have
Facing death does not automatically transform somt
asked themselves. and answered with an expressive one into a superstar. The quilt was not created to cheri't
beauty in the form of a Quilt panel.
mistakes, but to celebrate lives. Many l have comet
A few years ago, my Uncle Randy came to live with know and love create their own aura of wisdom an
our family in Schaumburg, He was very ill with late admiration, simply because death is the one way to set
stage AIDS and serious pneumonia. Just as quickly as life for all it is. It is the joy of life that so many pos
he stepped in our lives, his soul floated out the door. sessed that makes losing them seem all the more tragic
The tracks he left upon my heart sank deep enough to
When assembled, the AIDS Memorial Quilt measurecreate a deep passion for the cause. The panel we made to be the size of eight football fields. Perhaps it is al~
for him bangs nearby the stage in the Grand Ballroom, time to measure the hope, the pain and the giving spin
and reminds me each day of his presence.
that has been displayed these past few months in hon01
Just last year, I went on the Alternative Spring Break of the Memorial Quilt at Eastern. For if I could weave.
to New York City as a meal-delivering volunteer to quilt the size of generosity and support of the students
homebound AIDS patients. My delivery routes took me greek system, facu lty and surrounding community. 1i
all over the five boroughs of New York. I saw AIDS in would wrap around the world.
the classiest suburbs and the most rugged projects of
On behalf of the AIDS Memorial Quilt committee, \\e
Harlem. It was only then did I realize how indiscrimi- thank you. Most of all, we urge you to take the memory
nant this disease really was.
of the quilt and keep it in your heart and mind always.
It was on this trip that I met one of my best friends,
Erick King. Erick has been diagnosed with full blown - Erin Weed is a junior speech communication maj01
Albs apd a rare form of brajn ca.ricer called PML. It is an_d f{ducation.,ch~ir for the AIDS /efefllOrial ,(ffilf com·
he who taught me a view of life that I had never imag- m1ttee.

•a

Faculty promotions,
tenure based partly
on student evaluations
To the editor:
While I appreciate the point of
view expressed in Jan. 21 column by
Reagan Branham, "Student evaluations should rank first," I would like
to point out some facts which
Branham should take into account
How faculty are evaluated for
tenure and promotion is a process
governed by the collective bargaining agreement between the university
and University Professionals of
Illinois.
Article eight of the agreement
specifies that student evaluations as
well as classroom visitations by
peers and by department chairs will

h e

~

d

m

your turn
be part of the considerations. The
specific details of which of these elements will be considered most
important are determined at the
department level, in a document
called the Departmental Application
of Criteria (DAC). This document,
mandated by the agreement, is written by the faculty of each department.
All evaluations of faculty must be
conducted by cbe specifications of
the DAC.
Thus, while the Council of
Academic Affairs· review of grading
practict<.S is timely and important. to
connect grades to faculty evaluation
is an issue related to collective bargaining, which is beyond the charge

a

of the CAA.

Jeanne Simpson
Assistant vice presidenl
for academic affairs

Letters poUcy
The Daily Eastern News accepts letters co the editor addressing local. state.
national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author's name. tele·
phone number and address. Srudenl'i
must indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff
should indicate their position and
department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed.
Depending on space constrctints. we
may have to edit your letter, so keep it
as concise as possible.

RHA secretary seeks state position
decrease the cost and make the
RHA's allocation last as loRg as
possible.
The new executive position for
the RHA was filled, said Amanda
Perry, RHA president
Being held as a trial position for
the remainder of the semester, the
plan will be continued next year if
the position proves successful,
Perry said.
The proposal of creating a task
force designed to write a prelimjnary recommendation which would
give the residence halls more variety in visitation hours was tabled
next week's meeting.
"All halls have 24-hour or 12hour visitation, except Lawson
(Hall), which has 11 a.m. to 1 am.

BY NICOLE MEINHEfT
Staff writer
The Residence Hall Association
voted to allocate $100 to Jamie
Workman. RHA secretary, for her
bid for Illinois Residence Hall
Association Education Vice
President at the group's meeting
Thursday night in Andrews Hall
lobby.
The $100 will go toward phone
bills, gas money copies and other
expenses Workman will encounter
if she receives the position.
Workman spoke with an education vice president from another
university, who estimated that his
expenses per month cost $60.
Workman said she hopes to

visitation hours," Perry said.
TRHA delegates will be selling
"Hugs and Kisses.. and ''Hugs.
Kisses and Condoms" in Buzzard
and Coleman halls from l p.m to 4
p.m. Feb. 10 and 11.
The "Hugs and Kisses" will cost
$1 and "Hugs, Kisses and
Condoms" will cost $2, said
Crystal Ward. Illinois and National
Conference Coordinator.
The fund raiser is to help pay
back the RHA for some of the
funds they spent to send delegates
to the IRHA conference in
February. Ward said.
The RHA will have a meeting
Feb. l to discuss Little People's
weekend. which is slated for later
this spring.

Web sites provide anti-virus programs
By JOE ZUKOWSKI
Staff writer
Editor's note: This is the second
story in a series of two focusing
011 computer viruses and how
they impact students.
Wltb the tremendous number
of virus hoaxe~ circulating the
fnternet, one would think that
viruses are just overblown manifestations of our technological
paranoia.
However, literally thousands
of viruses have been found and
logged on the web, according to
McAfee Inc., a leading researcher
in the field of viruses.
Melissa Tiller, a freshman
zoology major, knows first-hand
how a virus can ravage a comput·11 ()')
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Tnler saia sne was v1ct1nu1ed
by the CAP virus, one of the 10
most common viruses on the
Internet, a week before finals last
semester.
The CAP virus, known for its

•

destruction of word processing
documents. ate through many of
Tiller's term papers, some of
which were due in as little as two
days.
"Viruses will suck the life out
of you and your computer," Tiller
said.
Tiller said that she's learned
her lesson and that now she takes
preventive measures with every
paper that she writes.
One such measure she said she
practices is to use the same computer whenever she writes or
edits an important paper to keep
her chances of catching a virus
low.
"I only work on one computer
now, instead of jumping from
computer to computer," Tiller
said.
In addition to using the same
cq!Jlputer. Tiller said she ~akes
frequent backups of all of her
work.
"Now, I make a backup of
everything I do on disk as well as
paper. If I write three out of four
pages, I print out those three

pages now just in case my paper
is eaten with another virus,"
Tiller said.
But Tiller said nothing can
replace a virus scanner.
"Get an anti-virus checker. run
it, and get it updated." said Tiller.
Finding the right anti-virus
checker can be quite a task. Most
popular scanners can be found by
doing either a Yahoo! search
(www.yahoo.com) or a search on
Excite (www.excite.com).
If searching the lntemet for a
virus scanner does not appeal to
an individual, they can always
download one of the more popular scanners at www.symantec.com.
www.mcafee.com or www.thunderbyte.com.
The functionality of viruses
can be summed up in one statement. "I don't know why people
keep writin_g them ... they are
purely vicious," said Randy
Beebe, associate professor of
English and administrator of
English Technology-Integrated
Classrooms.
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Career Services
Presents

Spring Career Day/
Job Fair
Featuring a Wide Variety
of Employers
Thursday, February 6, 1997
,,. "J'
9:30a:m .:. 2!30 p·m .: • ~1

dormitory when she heard the
blast.
Nearby dorms and a day care
an abortion clinic Thursday
morning. killing an off-duty center were evacuated for fear
police officer who had just of a second, delayed bomb blast.
Police Chief Mike Coppage said
arrh~ for lfi~m~onlighting
shift as a security guard and late
Thursday afternoon no other
critically injuring a nurse.
It was the nation's first fatal explosive was found.
He said no one had claimed
bombing at an abortion clinic.
The blast, which blew a crater responsibility by Thursday
evening.
in the ground and shattered
windows and shook walls a Jim Cavanaugh of the Bureau of
block away, came just a week Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
after the 25th anniversary of the said the bomb appeared to be
Supreme Court's decision in homemade and not intended to
Roe vs. Wade legalizing abor- blow up tbe entire clinic. "It
was a smaller device intended to
tion.
"It felt like lightning had h.it kill or injure•., he said.
FBI Agent Joseph R. Lewis
the building," said Lindsey
Thompson, who was at a said the bomb apparently was in
University of Alabama at a package, but it was not immediately known what kind.
Birmingham
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) _

A year ago, two bombs went
off an hour apart at a clinic in
Atlanta. injuring seven in the
second blast. That bombing is
slill unsolved. Hours after the
explosion in Birmingham, the
surrounding area remained
sealed off while bomb experts in
masks and heavy protective gear
combed over it.
"We still have a hot scene.
We're being very cautious
because of what happened in
Atlanta," said the ATF's Brian
Lett.
The bomb went off at about
7:30 a.m. just outside the main
entrance of the New Woman All
Women Health Care clinic,
rocking nearby buildings at the
university and leaving a crater
outside the blackened, wrecked
entryway.
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University Union Ballrooms
For Additional Information Visit Room 13 of the SSB

Abortion bombing kills police officer
A powerful bomb exploded at
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FIELD POSITIONS
AND
INTERNSHIPS
Plus Incentives
Environmental mosquito management and aquatic weed control
contractor is now hiring over 110 seasonal personnel for a variety
of positions, including paid internships. Aexible day and night
crew opportunities available for all majors. Excellent driving
record required. Company paid training.
Por more infonna1ion, stop in and see us ...

Career/Job Fair
February 6, 1998
Lantz Gymnasium
9:30am - 2:30pm
Check out our web site at: www.cmosquito.com
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CLARKE ENVIRONMENTAL
MOSQUITO MANAGEMENT, INC.
159 N. Garden Ave.• P.O. Box 72197
Roselle, Illinois 60172
CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800·942-2555 (ILONLYJ
1-80 ·323·5727 OUTSIDE IL

When your
moneys
running out,
and the rent
is coming due ...
Sell your stuff
in The News'
Classifieds!

THEY WILL
WORK FOR
. YOU!!
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Men's track team competes u~ch~eck~O:t
Our Ni~~endo 64
~
Games at
at S utheast Missouri State o Craig's Video <>
By DAVID PUMP
Staff \Hiter
With the recent trend of warm
\\ eathcr the Panther men rnck
and tcld teJn took b c her
lrom th· darkncs., of th f1ddhou c and c-.;c 1ped to the sunny
pasture of O'Brien St.id1um m
preparation for rnda~ ·::. meet at
Southeast Mi-,souri.
"\\c worked outside on the
),ofler track ... head couch Tom
Akers aid of the team.,· training
heading into tllday's meet "It's
traimng n" u ual for the next t-wo
weeks then we -;tan shapmg up
for conrcrcnce "
Before the team can look
ahead to the conference meet.
Aker said th1 1s the time for
people; to start sho\\ ing they
want to go ro Middle 1enncssee
State m late FcbruaI} to compete
in the Ohio Valley Conference
meet. Akers said the conference
team will con<>ist of only 25
members. ~o now i.;; the ume fQr
people on the fringe to ~tep up.
"Thh weekend we need constancy and for a couple of guys

to step up and have that breakthrough p rforman1.:e othcrwi<ie
they m ) not take the trip \\ ith
us to lndi.ma next week," Akers
ud
Aker; 1d he h s "en Todd
Morone) and J.ison B1alka the
dJy oft m the mile run and lookc;
or other dist.mt mnn rs to p11.:k
up the sl ck m their absence.
"Thi!> nught be a final st.itemcnt to c; e \Vho c.rn travel \\ ith
w;," Akers said. "We need one or
two runners to emerge in the
800-meter run and we need 10
get more 1.:ompe1itn e m that
e\ent."
Besides giving the top two·
milers off, lhe thrower.;; !John
Da-.is, Jason Waldschmidt and
Dave Astausku') don't ha\e to
compete in the hammer 1hrnw
Akers said.
'The thro\\er"> ha\e staned a
new workout program and 11 will
be good for them to go into the
shot put fresh," Akers said.
Sprinters Cameron Mabry and
Chris Watson have produced fast
limes in recent weeks and Akers
said this \\eek they have the

chance to capture a preliminary
quahlication bit for na11onab
··we ran really fast m the
sprints .ind we arc going lo a
fa-;ler surfaLc so ll "Ill bring
do\\ n Cam and C:-hr11. • umes,"
Akers said
Not only ha'ie the sprinters
been teadil) mcrea mg, but so
has senior hurdler Rothe Slama
uccording 10 Akers.
Slama has shown sen10r leadership and c;aid he is beginning
lo gear up for conference.
''I learned ho\\ to run college
track and ho\\ to win." Slama
said "ll took Ii \\hile hut DO\\ I
know \\ hy people would fimsh
lirsl and second and Wh) others
\\OU!d finish fifth and <ilXth. I
h.id to change my approach to
the sport."
The changes ha\e been
noticeable as Slama finished
third last Salllrday with a season
best (7.85 seconds) in the 55meter hurdles.
"I \\ant 10 lower m) time
every meet going into the conference meet and my plan is to finish in the top three," Slama said.
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Holmgren staying put for now
GREEN BAY. Wis. (AP) - Green Bay Packers president Bob Harlan won't say 1fhe would grant any team
permission to talk to coach Mike Holmgren, who has
two years remaining on hh contract.
But he did say that as of Thursday, the Seattle
Seahawks bad not asked to talk to Holmgren about the
possibility of becoming that team's coach and general
manager.
Harlan said the longer he went -without hearing from
Seahawks president Bob Whlli;itt. the more he believes
there's not much to the rumors that Seattle is interested
in Holmgren, who bas made no secret of his desire to
be a general manager in the NFL some day.
Harlan compared the situation to Dallas interviewing offensive coordinator Sherm Lewis for the
Cowboy'> vacant head coachingjob.
"All I know is that Jerry Jones was very quick to
jump \\.hen he wanted to talk to Sherm, he contacted
(general manager) Ron Wolf and myself right after the
ball g.imc. immediately," Harlan <;aid.
"So. it's usually something that\, done fairl) mpidly.··
At any rate, Harlan declined m sa} \\hat he \\Ould
do if the Seahawks come calling.
"\\ell. I don't tlunk 'We'll sa) anylhmg unless Step I
happens and Step I is ask.mg for pem11i;s1on.·• he said.
'Jt'<. spcculauon until somebod) c,11ls. And smce

nobody has called, as Ron Wolf !Ktid yesterday, there's
really nothing to discuss. And we haven't heard. In
fact, Ron just left my office five minutes ago and he
hasn't beard anything either."
In his season-ending news conference on
Wednesday, Holmgren said that if Seattle is interested
m him, "hopefully it'll all be dont: by the end of the
week."
Holmgren also reitcr.ited that his goal is co eventually take on the dual role of coach and GM.
He said that because Wolf has signed on through
2002. it is implausible that he'd get that opportunity in
Green Bay.
"Try to think of it from my perspective... Holmgren
said 'The club made a commiunent to Ron, as they
should. Shoot, he is the best. Now. if l would like to do
what he docs some day. that's not going to happen
here. So. that's one thing I've been thinking about.
" Right now, that's just a career goal of mine. It
h,1sn't always (been)," Holmgren added. "When 1 fir.-.t
got this job. I had 10 !cam to be a good coach first. But
then as I ha' e developed a' a coach and al o learned
the personnel side of n, and learned about managing
the football team organi7.ation.illy. I kllO\\ I'm mul·h
belier prep.u-ed to accept that son of challenge now
lh.tn I was in the beginmng So. my goals ha\c
changed a little bit, that's .tll ·•
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Lewis meets with Jones, Cowboys
IRVl"IG. Texas (AP) - Green
Bay 01fensive coordinator
Sherman Lewis feels like he has
reached the semifinals in the
search for a new Dallas Cowboys coach.
Lewis said Dallas ov. ner
Jerry Jones contacted him
Wednesday. and he expected to
be in Dallas today for an interview for the Cowboys' vacant
head coaching job. The pair also
talked Monday in San Diego
after the Super BO\\ I.
Lewis. 55, ha~ spoken \\ ith

the Arizona Cardinals and
Atlanta Falcons in the last fev.
)Cars but he did not classify
those as legitimate job interviews compared with his discussions with Jones.
··1 wa!>. hoping chat I could get
to the next stage." Lewis told
the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel.
"This 1s like getting to the
semis."
Lewis is at least the third candidate Jones interviewed to
replace Barry Switzer, whose
resigned Jan. 9.

~

Jones declined to say if there
arc additional candidates for the
job. He also declined to say if
he plans lo ask the Denver
Broncos for permission to talk
to offensive coordinator Gar)
Kubiak.
It is known the Cowboys
owner met. in addition 10 Lewis,
with former San Francisco 49er
coach George Seifen and former
UCLA coach Terry Donahue.
Jones said Wednesday he
planned to peak to Se1fen and
Donahue again.
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Men's basketball team plays
18te start against Morehead
By MATT WILSON
Associate sports editor
For the first time since they
joined the Ohio Valley Conference, the Eastern basketball team
will get to be on television, as Fox
Sports South will cover the 11:00
p.m. tipoff between Eastern and
Morehead State.
"It should be a great game
because it's on TV." senior guard
Rick Kaye said. "Hopefully the
lime won't be a factor"
The game is the second meeting
between the two teams this season,
and Eastern wiU look for the season
sweep. The Panthers defeated
Morehead 73-7 J Jan. 3 in
Kentucky.
"This is going to be another
tough one," Panther head coach
Rick Samuels said. "They pick up
the pressure at full court. and they
are committed to the match-up

SWEEP

zone. We did well it last time at
Morehead...
Morehead first-year head coach
Kyle Macy probably wishes he
could be back in a Chicago Bull
uniform, as his team has had its
share of troubles this year.
The Eagles enter the contest second to last in the conference with a
2-8 Conference Record. With the
victory over Eastern Kentucky on
Thursday night, Eastern is in a
three-way tie for first place in the
conference.
Middle Tennessee, Murray State
and Eastern are all Lied atop the
conference with 9-2 records.
A big part of Morehead's worries this year has been lack of scoring. The Eagles sit in last place in
the conference with a scoring average of 61.4 and do not have one
player in the cop 20 for scoring in
the Ohio Valley Conference.
The Eagles are also last in the

conference in shooting percentage,
only hitting 40 percent of his shots.
Morehead State bas connected on
75-of-243 three-pointers for an
average of 31 percent
One place the Panthers don't
want to send the Eagles is the freeLhrow line, as Morehead is second
in the conference with a 67 percent
average from the foul line.
Freshman Brandon Daven-port is
second in the conference with a 85
percent average from the charity
stripe. Also showing a good touch
from the foul line is freshman
guard/forward Aaron Knight, who
is fifth in the OVC with a 78 percent from the line.
Even though they have had trouble finding the basket. getting the
ball to shooters has not been a
problem. Eagles Junior guard Ted
Docks is the team-leader in assists
with 3.6 l per game, which places
him sixth in the OVC.

frompage8A---===---

back with 40 seconds left. Colonel junior guard
Mark Williams was left with an open three pointer,
but missed it short.
Eastern Kentucky got the rebound off the missed
shot, and called a timeout with 8 seconds left. The
Panthers forced Colonel junior guard Shane Carnes
to step out of bounds. and Eastern had one final shot

the field, the team went into halftime with a 30-24
lead. The Colonels were able to cut into the lead,
and even took a four-point lead with 7 minutes left.
Samuels said never once did he feel like his this
was not bis team's night.
"These kids have popped back before, and the
thing is you never know who it's going to be." he
said.
Eastern was led in scoring by Kaye. who scored
22 points on 6-of-19 shooting. Smilh completed a
double-double for the Panthers. compiling 12 points
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Heavy rains threaten ournament

PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. (AP) - ·me Pacific Ocean
bl'c.unc mcrcl) the largc~t among many water hazards
Thur~da) as rain tonncnted the AT&T Pebble Beach
~ational Pro-Am and threatened to wa-;h out the tournament for the second time in three years.
Hea\'y morning rain and hail forced a four-hour
delay in the start of the $2.5 million tournament. reducing Thursday's play lo nine holes. The firsl round is set
for completion Friday, with the second round Saturday.
..Does anyone have any idea of what we're doing
today?'" a bemused Jack Nicklaus asked of Tiger
Woods after the two sloshed through puddles and mud
to the practice range.

If the \\eather cooperates. the third round .... ill be
pla~ed

Sunday. and officials then will decide whether
to end Lhe toum:m1en1 afler 54 hole~ or play a fourth
round on ~1onday.
"'It was preuy unplayable ouL there.·· said Neal
Lancaster. one of tl1e tournament's early leaders. "1 hit
the ball into the middle of a mud puddle and just had to
hit it. I was standing over the ball and saying. 'What
am I doing out here?""
PGA officials said Friday's play will be limited to
nine holes because of expected morning fog and the
logistical difficulties of trying to start another round in
the middle of the day on three separate courses.
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Panthers sweep by Colonels 72-68 in OT
By MAT T WILSON

Kaye drove down the lane. He
went up to take a shot, but instead
found an open Panther sophomore
For the third time in four center John Smith who hit the
games, Eastern had to go into shot and was fouled.
" I drove down the lane and
overtime to come out victorious,
this time defeating Eastern saw him open at the last second,''
Kentuck')' 72-68 Thursday night.
Kaye said. "I was going to shoot
"Every game it seems like we the ball. but three guys come at
go into overtime," Panther senior me and I saw John open."
guard Rick Kaye said. "That just
Smith said he was not expecting the pass. but he was there in
shows we're a strong team."
Eastern came out with the vie- case somebody got in trouble.
tory. even though
Smith missed
its final stats did
the free throw
not turn out that • E t
I M h d and
the
well .
as ern pays ore ea
Colonel\ took
The Panthers State live on Fox Sports
the ball down
shot 36 percent South at 11 p.m. Saturday.
the court. With
from the field.
STORY page ?A 24 seconds left.
were
outEastern Kentrebounded "47-40
, , r. ,
uck) senior for1 11
1
9
./·~RHS~5.i\J'P,<f.k~~
,~.owe
and commined 23 turno\'ers., • , , P'wM
1
Panther head coach R 1ck a1'Uiree powter .t,?,. qlJt .me,l~ad. ~9
Samuels had a simple solution to one at 69-68.
how Eastern came away with the
The Panthers were able to put
victory.
the game away on three straight
"Someone's got to be watching free throws by Smith.
over us," he said.
Eastern had to fight just to get
Two free throws by Panther the game into overtime, as the
semor center Enc Frankford with Colonels had two great chances to
two minutes left in overtime put end the game in regulation.
Eastern up 66-63.
Eastern Kentucky tied the game
After Eastern Kencucky got at 61 with 1:04 left.
The Panthers could not convert
called for a five second violation,
the Panthers seemed to take con- on their next possession, and
trol of the overtime session. With Eastern Kentucky got the ball
one second left on the shot clock,
See SWEEP page 7A
Associate sports editor

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Eastem's Rick Kaye (with ball) drives by the Colonel's Aaron Cecil during the Panthers' ovenime win
Thursday night. Kaye led all scorers with 22 points. With the win, Eastern moved into a.first-place tie with
Middle Tennessee and Murray State.

Lady Panthers host last-place Morehead State
By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
The Lady Panthers will look for a season sweep of Morehead State 8: 15 p.m.
Saturday in Lantz Gymnasium.
Eastern handed the Lady Eagles their
third conference loss of the season on
Jan. 5 with an 88-64 win at Morehead,
Ky.
The Lady Panthers went 1-2 against
Morehead last season. Eastern defended
its home court with a 65-57 win but lost
two to the Lady Eagles at Morehead. In
the teams second regular-season
matchup, the Lady Eagles defeated
Eastern, 81-62. Later, Morehead brought
1Ul end to the Lady Panther season with
an Ohio Valley Conference tournament
win, 72-67.
But the Lady Eagle team that faces
Eastern this year is much different from
that of last year. Gone from the Morehead
lineup are Alisha Griffith and Amy
Kieckbusch, the Lady Eagles' top scorers
last season. Kieckbuch was last season's

OVC Player of the Year.
Another change on the
Morehead bench is firstyear head coach Laura
Litter.
The change has not
been smooth for the
Lady Eagles, who are
currently 1-9 in the
John Klein
OVC, 5-13 overall.
Morehead rests all alone
in last place in the conference.
"We're very disappointed," Litter said.
"We knew going into the season that it
would be a long season, but we hoped to
be better at this point."
Litter has brought a new strategy to
Morehead and is trying to get the team
comfortable in the system.
"It's a completely different style of
game than what they had here before,"
Litter said. "And right now, we're a little
short of talent. The two top scorers from
last year's team are now longer with the
team."
Eastern enters the game tied for third

in the OVC with a record of 7-3 in the
conference and 9-9 overall.
Saturday's game will be the first for
the Lady Panthers in a week.
The week-long layoff follows a stint
where Eastern played six road games in
three weeks.
"As coaches we're doing our best to
prepare for a team that has the ability to
win in the OVC," Eastern bead coach
John Klein said, adding his team will
have to remain focused against the Lady
Eagles.
Klein said he is unsure as to how the
long layoff will affect his team.
"I've learned you never know how the
kids will respond," he said. "I think it
depends on your kids. They have to keep
their desire and focus."
Both coaches said they are concerning
themselves with the things their team has
to work on, rather than adjusting to the
opposition.
"We don't do anything different,"
Klein said. " I really don't care if the team
is under .500. If you don't come out to

play, you get beat."
Litter said she is trying to spread the
ball around on offense.
"There are a lot of teams in the conference that, if they lose one particular player, are going to have a rough night," she
said. "That's what we are trying to get
away from here.
"Most teams have one player that is
hard to stop, but if you stop her then you
have stopped the team. We're looking for
a more balanced attack with five or seven
players in double figures."
Klein agrees with Litter's view to keep
the offense spread out .
"No one in the league is that good,"
Klein said about letting one player carry
a team. "You can't win championships;
you can't win consistently if you put all
your offense on one player."
Having seen the Lady Eagles in action
once, Klein said Litter is making good
with her plan to balance her offense.
"I think Morehead is a team that can
give a team a lot of problems with a lot
of people," Klein said.

Panther swim teams host season's final home meets
By TODD SCHREIBER
Staff writer
Returning home after a long time on
the road is always a good feeling. The
Eastern swim teams return to Charleston
to compete in two dual meets this weekend.
Tonight, the teams take on Western
Kentucky at 7 p.m. They then swim
against Northeastern Illinois at 2 p.m. on
Saturday.
Panther bead coach Ray Padovan is
happy to be back home.
"It is always nice to swim at home,
you sleep in your own bed, there is also
no bus trip," Padovan said. "There is too,

a familiarity with your own pool; the
turns are easier in the longer events."
The teams look to keep some momentum going from last weekend's performance at Bradley. The men's team comes
in at 4-4, while the Lady Panthers have a
6-2 record this season.
Tonight's matchup is going to be a
very tough one for Eastern, according to
Padovan.
"Western Kentucky is probably the
most talented team we will face this season," Padovan said. "The men's team is·
going to have an especially tough time,
Western is really talented."
The men's team may also have to
overcome another obstacle on Friday.

Senior Doug Habben has been sick for
most of the week and is still questionable
for the meet.
If Habben is absent, Padovan will be
forced to move things around more than
he'd like. Whether he swims or not, the
Panthers are in for a tough meet.
The women might fare better do to
their depth.
''They (Western Kentucky) don't have
as much depth as their men's team, but
the swimmers they do have are very talented," Padovan said.
Northeastern should prove little competition for the Panthers on Saturday.
The two met earlier this season, with
Eastern scoring huge victories from both

the men and women.
The women's team won 138-48, while
the men scored a 117-39 victor y.
Padovan uses meets like this to rest his
swimmers.
"We look to get more people in the
pool, and we jumble things around a bit
for lesser competition like this," Padovan
said. "We know that Friday will be a
tough meet, and the kids will be tired
Saturday."
The fact that Northeastern is dropping
all of its sports next season is the reason
for troubles the Golden Eagles have had
this season.
These are the last two home meets for
the Panthers this season.
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To shadow or
not to shadow;
That is the
•
question.
.

.

d'ioshua niziolkiewicz
Staff writer
Spring is just a breath away. With it comes warm weather,
bright sunshine, greener grass and active students.
The quads will most likely be filled with frisbee players,
hackeysackers and students looking to get away from stuffy
dorms.
With February being our last long leg of winter, the way to
make it through is to bundle up and wait for the good weather:
or just wait until Feb. 2 to see if the groundhog sees his shadow.
This Groundhog's Day will mark the 11 Ith anniversary of
this spring-predicting holiday.
Just how important is Groundhog's Day? Would we lose a
strong piece of national tradition if Groundhog's Day were
eliminated? According to students here on campus, Feb. 2 is
just another day.
Many students on campus expressed strong feelings against
the holiday. Others had a deep insight to the meaning of the
day and still others had the lack opinion about the holiday.
It is said that when the groundhog peeps out of his burrow
and see.s his shadow. there will be six more weeks of winter. If
no shadow is present, expect spring to come soon.
Even though this is common knowledge to some students,
many had a hard time remembering the national tradition
when asked.
Mark Sillitti, a sophomore marketing major, came closest to
see

Groundhog page 3
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LAST MINUTE SPRING BREAK SPECIAL

Bahatnas

•Discount Coupon

Let's Get Physical • • •

Question: Name the· one place on campus
that costs the most money has the most equipment and 1s visited by the same 1/8 of campus
population daily.
If you guessed the Doudna Fme Arts Building
or the Burle Ives Art Studio you re dead wrong.
That would be only 007 percent of dedicated
students. The correct answer would be the Rec
Center That's right we all pay for this fine
building dedicated to the improvement of our
physical appearance, yet only a small handful of
the student body take advantage of the state of
the art equipment found just down the street
from Sytram.
So why, you may ask, would two physically
fit MOA feel it necessary to waste a perfectly
good rainy afternoon getting sweaty. smelly,
and using muscles that we never knew existed,
when we could have been basking in television's
warming glow. Well to be honest we did it all for
you, our readers. Not that we are asking for
your thanks or anything.
In order to get a proper workout (one that
Sporty Spice would be proud of) we needed the
standard workout attire. Since we were both virgins of. the "Rec Center Experience" we had no
idea what would be considered suitable. So the
two of us went with different .ensembles one of
us wore jeans and a t-shirt and the other wore
sweatpants and a turtleneck (if we did not feel
good at least we would look good).
Once inside this edifice of strenuous activities, we were taken aback by the shear immensity of this wondrous place.
Anyway, after we caught our breath and took
in all the natural beauty (well not completely
natural) we made ou~ way to tha.10 checking
station.
Once at this station our adventure almost
came to a screeching halt. For you see, Bob got
in with no problem thanks to that little maroon
validation sticker; Matt, on the other hand, had
a little orange rectangle on his Student ID causing the woman behind the counter to have a fit
and come close to beating him with the referee
whistle hanging from her neck.
Thanks to our irresistible charm and rapier
wit she could not help but to smile and let us
pass. Of course introducing her to my friend Mr.
Andrew Jackson might have had something to
do with it. Ms. ID Checker, if you are reading
this now, we want you to know, that we forgive
you. MOA do not hold grudges. (Bite us!)
After passing through the gates, we immediately saw the first obstacle to be tackled. It was
not the weight room, or the funk-aerobics class,

1t was the one and only sport (next to putt-putt)
that carries the name SOA (Sport of Adventure).
We are talking about Table Tennis (ping pong to
the layman)
Now 1t 1s time to introduce the Sem1-Arnual
MOA Table Tennis lnv1tat1onal. Smee there were
only two of us we made rt a double ehmmatlon
tourney To make a long story sho Matt o
15-3 15-13 and 15-6 Bob really need to rent
Forrest Gump If you would be interested m
part1c1patmg m the. next MOA lnv1tat1ona 1ust
send us an e-mail and then we might invite you.
After a few rousing games of ping-pong, we
felt adequately warmed-up so we journeyed to
the second level of this mecca of sweat inducing machinery. Once there we saw our next
challenge. The Wall (insert daring thrill music
here). Yes just like that crazy Pink Floyd song
the two of us had to be another brick in that
zany treadmill-esque wall. Bob was able to conquer this wall first so we came out pretty much
even. Just for your own knowledge we are both
hardly able to type this column because it is so
hard for us to move our arms. What we do for
your amusement.
We fought the wall and the wall won so we
decided to call it quits and get something
refreshing to quench our MOA thirst. We
thought that we would fit in with a large bottle
of carbo-refilling goodness. The desired
"Kahuna Kooler" was sold out so we thought we
would try a nice refreshing taste of "Cool Wave
Refresher." After taking a sip of this blue liquid
we decided a better name for it would have
been "Cool Blue Crap in a Bottle." We think that
is the closest we will get to actuaUy knowing
what -an~mal urine tastes like wU11out actuaHy
tasting it.
Feeling sufficiently buff, we decided to go
and get a burger and fries and sit in front of the
latest VOA (Video of Adventure) "Rescued from
Gilligan's Island." You know It is that one
episode were they almost get off the island and
then Giiiigan screws it up. ·
Note:Due to the overwhelming response to our
"Name-a-Porn Star" contest we will extend the
deadline to Tuesday, Feb 3. Keep those porn
names a comin'!
MOA Worthless Fact of the Week: The inventor
of White Out is none other than the mother of
Mike Nesmith (of the Monkee's).
Edrtors Note : The Men of~ an pr~nional saarms.
Please do not frf chis at home. No offense WU Intended in lhe
wnuna of chrs column. Send genenl pnrse or hate ~u to The Men
of Ad¥enwre. Concaet Bob legwid at cubll@pen elu.edu or ~tt
Far at cumff@pen.eiu.edu. Thank )'OU. and have a nice cby
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Carman gives birth
to punk, acoustic ·
Eight guys, two bands, one show at the Triad
"joshua niziolkiewicz
Staff writer
Two of this year's new campus
bands. Baked Alaska and The
Cynix, come out of Eastern's
house of the new, Carman Hall.
The two bands have quickly
earned a large number of fans on
campus and plan on playing the
local scene throughout their
years in Charleston.
Boch groups have recorded
originals on tape and plan on
spending time in the studios
making more songs.
Baked Alaska. the newer
group of the two, originated in
Carman Hall during fall semester

1997.
"We met here at school and
had a common interest,"
explained lead singer Al Dertz.
The band consists of all freshman, but all have contrasting
tastes and styles in music.
"We have influences in black

metal, all the way down to the
Allmand Brothers," bass guitarist
Kevin Farrel said.
Even though much of their
influences stem from metal, an
acoustic rock sound with rich
harmony is the result when band
members sit down and play
together.
This acoustic sound comes
from the band's instrumentation.
In place of drums, they have congas and bongos. The only electric
instrument is the bass.
"Lyrically speaking," the band
explains, "our songs are about
superstition, love and the
tragedy that is the Greek system."
The self titled album. "Baked
Alaska," contains nine originals
and covers by 'The Doors" and
"Cream."
Besides experimenting with
more electric instruments.the
band's goal for the future is simple.
"We want to kill the alterna-

t1ve trend of bands such as The
Dave Mathews band, Bush,
Matchbox 20 and No Doubt,"
lead guitarist Jeff Aranowski said.
Also going against the trend of
alternative bands are The Cyn1x,
a punk band.
Lately, punk is going up in the
ratings and The Cynix are on the
elevator.
Even though half the band
lives in Chicago, Dan Novae and
Mike Leverence bring hard core
punk to Eastern whenever possible.
Leverence, the band's drummer, and lead guitarist Novae.
are the only two band members
that live in Carman.
Their demo, "No additives,
No bull,'' is quickly being circulated around campus. Popular
bands such as "Pennywise" and
"The Misfits" heavily influence
their music.
" Even though influences show
up a lot in our music, we are trying to develop our own sound

photo by anna betzelberger
While only half of The Cynix attend Eastern, their demo has spread
fast.. They encourage all to come and listen to them and have fun.
and break away from them ,"
Leverence said.
Novae added, "Every time we
play we try to put something
new in our song."
With their popularity on the
rise, the two explain the advantages of being knew in their area.
"We use to just play and stuff
would get broke all the time,"
explains Leverence. "Now places
supply all our stuff."
The band also explained some
problems with trying to get gigs
in this area.
'Trying to find other places to
play in Charleston is hard,"
Novae said.
The group's plans for the

future are modest.
"We just want a wide variety
of people to come out and have
fun," leverence said.
Both The Cynix and Baked
Alaska will be playing at the
Gregg Triad during Coffee Talk
March 6.
Although each band has different styles of play, both are looking forward to playing with the
other.
"It's really cool, different," Al
Dertz said. "A lot of the people
that like The Cynix like us too
and vice versa."
"Usually we play with other
punk and ska bands," Leverence
said. "but I really like their style."

photo by anna betzelberger
The all-freshman band. Baked Alaska provided a common interest for
one another last semester. Though their influence stems from metal,
the results of this band is acoustic instrumentation. In place of drums,
they have congas and bongos. Their next performance is March 6.

Gro.undhog
recalling the fable.
..,
~
"I know it is some stupid superstition
where if he sees his shadow it's a shorter
winter:· Sillitti explained "if he doesn't see
n1s shadow the winter will be real long."
Although the recollection of the fable is
somewhat incorrect, he provided a little
bit more insight than other students interviewed.
Ian Minich, a freshman art major has a
more dramatic interpretation of what
takes place on Feb. 2.
"If {a groundhog) can't face the trials
and the negative embodiment that the
Earth has bestowed on him, he has no

business being out of his hole."
Minich also added that "it is holidays
like this that are going to ruin America.''
Why so much distaste concerning this
holiday? It may be due to the lack of scientific evidence supporting it.
Sure it is a real cute story, but is there
any evidence that what a groundog sees
can be a prediction? Local weather
observer Dalias Price says no.
"It is an old wives tale," Price said. "You
really can't get anything from it."
The old wives tale that Price talks
about comes from a European Holiday
called Candlemas Day.

Centuries ago, European town clergy
blessed candles and distributed them to
people each Feb. 2.
Also on this day the weather was
believed to be relevant to the arrival of
spring.
Roman armies throughout the conquest of northern Europe brought this
tradition to Germany.
The Germans believed that if the
weather were sunny on Feb. 2, any animal
would cast a shadow.
The Germans chose the hedgehog as
their official weather forecaster and
looked for it's shadow each Candlemas

Day.
The Pennsylvania Dutch brought this
legend from Germany: when they settled
in North America.
There was only problem with carrying
out this tradition in the New World; no
hedgehogs. That is why the settlers picked
the plentiful groundhog as their forecaster
of choice.
Now that science has made weather
prediction easier with its new technology,
the groundhog is nothing but a tradition.
Rusty Cain, a freshman undecided
major said. "We won 't have a
Groundhog's Day m the future."
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Ancient city depicts life in the 90's
4'ionathan swanson
Associate Verge editor

"Coming of Age in Babylon,
Finding Your Own Reality," by
Doug De Bias hits bookshelves
April 7. De Bias's collection of
short essays about sex, drugs,
parents, partners and a popular
culture as exemplified in music
movies and television is 'designed
for young adults ages 18 to 25.
He addresses hard-to-discuss
issues matter-of-factly, so there
is no skirting around them.
The Mid West January 1998
Book Review aspires readers to
"get started down the road to
becoming themselves, overcoming their demons, and gaining a
foothold in an ever changing,
often confusing world."
De Bias opens up with a discussion about "The Parent Trap."
Being a father himself, he is
putting himself in a unusually
awkward position by challenging
the idea of unconditional love.
De Bias writes, "Sometimes, if
you are attempting to fix some
physical or emotional hurt
inflicted by (parents) actions,
they will try to keep you from
dealing with that problem,
because they know the solution
will expose them as complicit."
It burns like a wound treated
with alcohol, doesn't it?
Other chapters, such as
"Feminine Facial Hair & Other
Imperfections," and "Masturbation & Morality" obviously may
cause split-ends for some of the
more reserved readers, but
nonetheless provides an opportunity to shed light on the ideas
and conflicts surrounding them.
De Bias says he supports,
encourages, advocates, is sympathetic to, wants, needs and recommends masturbation to "the
young, middle-aged and old,
friends and foes alike, women

and men, gays,
bis. lesbians,
heteros, transgenders, the
able, the physically and mentally challenged,
in fact, with
rare exceptions
due to critical
physical problems, to everybody."
To anyone
thinking this guy
sounds amoral
and ignorant, he
has led an educated life.
According to
a press release, .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - '

tP<'~f~.,1

De Bias "has been characterized
by a prominent social psychologist as a 'stereotype shatterer,'"
who recently turned his attention to writing full time.
"Unlike most of his contemporaries, the author did not see
traditional ideals and the morals
of the counterculture as irreconcilable, or necessarily oppositional," stated the press release.
ln the chapter about Personal
Responsibility, De Bias writes,
"And just as It may not be your
fault how you got to be this person that you are, you are now
the one in charge. Whatever
you do for or to yourself, or
someone else, is your responsibility. It is now your job to find
out who you are, what is right
with you, and what may broken,
or torn, or disoriented."
Joining De Bias is his younger
daughter, 19- year- old Catalina,
a sophomore at the University
of North Carolina at Asheville.
Using humor in her artistic
style, it is evident that, rather
than merely following in her
father's footsteps, she is very
independently sharing a common

ground.
The book is sized perfectly to
be displayed on any coffee table.
I'd recommend a Saturday set
aside to anyone who's openminded enough to hear the
words of De Bias.
Debias did a tour in Vietnam,
volunteers for habitat for
humanity, served as a delegate at
the 1992 Democratic convention and works avidly in his religious community for. inclusiveness.
One introspective truth to
think about in De Bias's book is
to "be open to other's truths.
The most valuable thing to find
out Is what you are most wrong
about. But you are the last
arbiter of that truth; trust your
own truth as best for you."

"Coming of Age in Babylon,
Rndlng Your Own Reality"
New Spring Books

***

"Turn On'' expands the
mind with new noise
d'kevin pierce
Staff wnter
With the success of groups
such as the Chemical Brothers,
Orbital, and many rap artists,
electronic music has surged in
the past few years. Unfortunately. many of these groups
make terribly uninventive use of
the sampler (Puff Daddy) or
embrace only the most current
in big studio digital technology
to stamp out discs that ought to
have a do not listen after date
on them.
Turn On, featuring Stereolab 's Tim Gane and Sean
O'Hagen, offer some new nois·
es that are as authentic as they
are mind expanding. The greatest. not just the latest, in musical electronics are used on the
album.
A vintage Farfisa organ and
Fender Rhodes piano as well as
a I 980's Rolland drum machine
and present day sampler are
some of the tools used to create souodscapes diverse in
instrumentation and style.
Fresh break beats and syncopated blips and beeps on the
tracks "Plasmids" and "Ru
Tenone" along with the loungier
numbers "Young Cherry" and
"Glangorous" give a jaunty
sociable feel to Turn On.
"Ru Tenone" also includes
bright, bouncy vocals from fellow Stereolab member Laetitia
Sadier.
Abstract psychedelic tones
dominate the album. Gane and
O'Hagen righteously use the
sampler to deconstruct and
reconstruct parts played by
themselves. The result is lavish-

ly imaged melodies with each
represented by the instru·
ment that gives off the timbre
most suited.
"Electrocation," the opening
crack, has waves of fragmented
electric piano, harmonium, and
white noise.
It has been a long fruitful
road taken by the Stereolab
members. MTV aired a video
for "Noise of Carpet" off the
group's Emporer Tomato Katsup
album a couple yaers ago. and
two sold out shows at Chicago's
Ml!tro las~ 'fatl ' prove<f their
appeal.
While each encouraging
release becomes more polished
and refined. the direction of the
group is still hard to determine.
When asked about the nature
of Turn On, Drag City publicist
Gene Booth said, "I can't say if
they'll tour or do another
album. They had some time so
they did this. That's all that's
definite:·
Experiment and experience,
words to live by.
not~

UTurn On"

Turn On
Drag City Records

***
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Fabricated war makes for fun Super Bowl makes
'Wag the Dog' unites De Niro, Hoffman in parody on the presidency
advertising splash
'1J
sean stangland
Staff writer

"Why does a dog wag its tail?
Because a dog is smarter than iu
tail. If the tail was smarter, the tail
would wag the dog."
This quote, presented at the
onset of "Wag The Dog" (rated R
for language), sets up a political
satire that joins the ranks of "Bob
Roberts" HBO's "Tanner" series,
and even Stanley Kubrick's classic
"Dr. Strangelove" as a grand
indictment of the way our country works.
It took director Barry Levinson
("Rain Man") 29 days to shoot
this film about a president's last
ditch attempt to get reelected following devastating allegations that
he had sex with a 15-year-old girl
scout.
On the job are political advisers Conrad Brean and Winifred
Ames, played marvelo)Jsly by
Robert De Niro and Anne Heche
("Vokano") respectiveJy. Brean
hits on the idea that the best way
to pump up the president's image
would be to fabricate a war that
America would handily win,
thereby making the prez out to
be a hero.
Brean figures that he'll need•a
little Hollywood magic to pull all
this off, so he enlists movie produce r Stanley Motss to bring
everything together. Dustin
Hoffman - a Levinson favorite
who will appear in his upcoming
sci-fi film "Sphere"- does a take
on real-life producer Robert
Evans in his depiction of Motss,

and does so with hysterical
results. Motss insists that everything will be all right. No matter
what gets in Brean's path of fabri-

New York and Los Angeles just
before Jan. I to receive consideration for all the big year-end
awards).

cation, Mous insisu that "This is

Much of the film's success.

nothing!"
Motss moves his Hollywood
clout around and gets the best
guys on the job. The Fad King
(comedian Denis Leary) decides
what the Albanian war's equivalent of the yellow ribbon will be,
a special effects outfit creates an
emotion-inducing shot of a girl
running from bombings in a desperate village, and washed-up
musician Johnny Green (Willie
Nelson. basically playing himself)
writes the patriotic theme song
for it all.
All of this plays out as preposterous and amusing, and that's
exactly how it should have been.
"Wag The Dog" goes to startling
heights (and lows) to make the
audience believe that this could
really happen. Can a war be fabricated and packaged for national
television? It doesn't matter; it
happens in this film and produces
great comic results.
Watching De Niro and
Hoffman wag the governmental
dog with their manipulation is a
joy. These are two of Hollywood's
best actors in two of their best
roles. Hoffman could conceivably
get an Oscar nomination for his
work here, and was already honored with a Golden Globe nomination earlier this year (in case
you're wondering, while "Wag

however, draws from the brilliant
screenplay by Hillary Henkin and
the master of dialogue, David
Mamet, who based their work
upon the novel "American Hero."
All of the dialogue here moves at
a high speed and depends on a lot
of sarcasm and dry wit. Hoffman,
De Niro, and Heche are very
good at delivering Mamet's style
and make for a cynical, fast-paced
mood that carries the entire film.
To say much more about the
film would be giving too much of
its merits away. Like all comedies,
"Wag The Dog" depends on its
jokes; it just happens that pretty
much every plot point in the film
adds to the humor.
And fear it not, those of you
out there who couldn't care less
about politics; 'Wag The Dog"
succeeds in lampooning government without taking a smarmy,
self-important tone that caters to
rampant government watchers.
The film works on many comedic
levels and probably made me
laugh more than any other movie
1997 had to offer.
"Wag The Dog" works as a
comedy, as a satire and as a
showcase of great acting and prevails as one of '97's very best.

The Dog" is just now getting a
wide release, it was r~leased In

'1/sean stangland
Guest columnist
In the last few years, the
NFL's championship game, the
Super Bowl, has been overshadowed by the expensive
commercials shown during it.
Boring. one-sided games have
made ad campaigns the main
reason for many people not
interested in football to watch
the game.
Last Sunday's Super Bowl
XXXll on NBC, however, presented an exciting game
between the Denver Broncos
and the Green Bay Packers.
Much to the delight of
Illinoisans across Eastern.
Denver won 31-24.
The commercials remained
a point of high incerest, what
with the promise that the
ever-present Budweiser frogs
would be killed off shortly
after kick-off. The ads in
which Louie the Iguana enlisted the help of a ferret to
carry out his devious plan
proved to be a hit.
In the words of Jeremy
Grigg, freshman history major,
"Louie is a pimp."
Other than Bud's amusing
ads, the rest of the campaigns
seemed off their game. Both
Nike and Pepsi not only had
fewer ads this year, they also
produced ads of a question-

"Wag The Dog"
New Line Cinema

****

,

•£

able quality.
"They were pathetic. They
sucked," said Rob Gibson.
freshman business major.
Adam Bryan, freshman preoptometry major, focused on
the game itself, not the commercials. saying that "They
weren't any better than any
other years."
Did Pepsi, Nike, and other
corporations willing to spend
$1.3 million per 30 seconds of
air time sense that the game
would be good this year. perhaps slacking off in their
efforts to entertain America?
Does it matter?
The spectacular fashion in
which Denver beat Green Bay
will make everyone forget the
commercials, even the good
ones.
Like most commercials are,
this year's Super Bowl entries
were little more than futile
attempts to coax people to
buy a product based on a
funny, star-studded commercial.
Intel's lame Steve Martin
ads likely won't have people
running out to buy a $2,000
computer, but I bet most
everyone will be thinking
about picking up a Denver
Broncos Championship teeshirt; wetl ... with the exception of die-hard Green Bay
Packers fans.

·~"'"'
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Chinese New Year to be celebrate.d,' 'eXplaiiled ~ at" Eastern
d'Jjackie watt
Staff writer
Even though the Chinese New Year
officially began this past Wednesday, the
party on campus does not begin until
tonight. Room 122 in Lumpkin Hall is the
designated arena for the New Year's
events hosted by Eastern's Chinese
Student Association and International

Programs. The admission is free so lack of
funds is no reason not to attend.
Chinese students are encouraged to
bring items, like sculptures, to display
their culture. There will also be an informative and entertaining video explaining
the significance of the Chinese New Year
( 1998 is the Year of the Tiger). Various
students will be speaking about China's
political, economical and cultural situa-

tions of the past through the present.
Refreshments also will be served during
the evening.
Kitenge N'Gambwa, Eastern's International Student Advisor, said that he is
looking forward to tonight because "it is
my first time working with the Chinese
students on celebrating {their) diversity."
He also noted that "there are roughly 17
Chinese students here at Eastern."

Liu Ping, the Chinese Student
Association Advisor, thinks that "the celebration of the Chinese New Year provides
(Eastern) with more culture awareness"
for those who will come tonight.
E~ch year in the Chinese calendar is
signified by an animal. The year of the rat,
horse, dragon and several others each
emphasize various aspects of Chinese culture.

M!TURD!I XIGHT
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Volleyfair Family Am~t park is toking fot 90 singer/dancers,

danccdsingen, insuumentaliscs. CO$Wmed cha.ractets and
production staff including; soundllightinglmge technicians a.rut dressen
for its 1998 season.

1998 VALLEYFAIR AUDITION TOUR
Note change from previous years:

•••DANCE CAu.BACKS wUJ be held at each site.•••
(Please be prepattd to ch1111ge lnto dance attire.)

Feb. I:
Feb.6:
Fcb.8:
Feb.9:
Feb. IO:
Feb.11:
Feb.12:
Feb.15:

Mar. I:

Hamline University, St. Paul, MN
Unive1Sity of Wisconsin, Eau Clliire, W1
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI
Fine Arts Buildina. Chicago, ll..
Milibn University, Decatur, IL
Iowa State University, Ames, IA
University of South Dalco<a, Vennillion. SD
Hennepin Center fot lhc Arts, Minneapolis, MN
Bcttmtaln Bear Call Valleyfair, Sh3kopcc. MN

Call Live Entertainmr:n1 at (612) 496-5341 or (800) FUN-RIDE
for audition requirements and umes.

vaLLeyfail({
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Sublessors

DORM SIZED REFRIGERATOR.
820 LINCOLN 348-7746

WAIT STAFF AND BUSSERS
NEEDED FOR LUNCH AND DIN·
NER SHIFTS Flexible hours and
professional work environment.
Call 234-8831 between 2 p.m.
and 5 p.m Tuesday through
Friday, ask for Bnan. Mattoon
Golf and Country Club.

AVAILABLE FOR FALL 98. ONE,
TWO AND THREE BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
GREAT LOCATION 345-6000

\GIRLS, NICE 2 BEDROOM
FURNISHED
APARTMENT.
Close to school, no pets. 345·
5048 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

NEW 3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH.
washer/dryer, garage. Available 1n
June Responsible People only.
No pets, No parties Call 348·
8821.
--216
HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 3
bedroom, 2 bath, garage, available May. Respons ble people
only No pets, no parties Call
348-8821.

OWN ROOM IN 3BR house.
washer/dryer, big screen TV.
$180/month plus utilities. 345·
4496
--2113
MACARTHUR MANOR APART·
MENTS 1 girt, upperclassman, to
share a 2 bedroom fumished apt
345-2231.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 514

7 Day Daycare 6 weeks and up

1

~

1

Preschool. All shills open
before/aher school Training Lie
#179991.
348-8001
____
_____
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN' TO
GET YOUR INSIDERS GUIDE
TO FINDING AND OBTAINING
GRANT MONEY. CALL TOLL
FREE 1·800-730-AOJO

Make Money
SPRING BREAK COMING-Need
extra cash? Sell Avon. Call 3454197 or 235-1544.
_ _ _2123
FREE CASH GRANTS! College.
Scholarship. Business Medical
bills. Never Repay Toll Free 1·
800·218·9000 Ext. G-2262.

1/30
SEIZED CARS FROM $175
Porches, Cadillacs, Chevy's,
BMW's, Corvette's. Also Jeeps.
4WD's. Toti Free 1·800-218-9000
Ext A·2262 for current listings

- - - - - - - ~-1/30

GOV'T FORECLOSED homes
from pennies on $1. Delinquent
tax. repo·s, REO's. Your area. Toll
Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. H·2262
for current listings.

Help Wanted
--~~

--~~---

CAKE DECORATOR. PARTTIME EXPERIENCED. Apply tn
person from 11 a.m.-5 p.m. TCBY
424
W._
Lincoln.
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30
SUMMER JOBS IN COLORADO
Join 170+ staff In the beautiful
Colorado Rocky Mountains.
Large resort seeks hfegds, food
serv. maint, front desk, counselors, etc. Wages, housing &
meals Enjoy activities such as
hiking, volleyball, mtn biking,
campfires. swimming, site seeing,
etc. Interviews Tue. 2fJ at Career
Services, can 581-2412 or JOB·
SRV.EIU EDU.

- - - - - - - - - - _1/30

SUMMER
JOBS!
Camp
Tecumseh YMCA is now h nng for
Cab n Counselors Equestrian
staff, Aquatics, and Support staff.•
We are a Chnstian campus local·
ed near Lafayette, IN Season 1s
10 weeks Salary $1900-$2100.
Representahves will be on cam·
pus on February 4th. Call for an
application and Interview today!
Call 1-765·564·2898 ore-marl
susanJ 0 camptecumseh org
(www.camputecumseh.org) It's an
expenence that lasts a hfelimel

-~--------1/30

WANTED: Someone to type from
a written manuscript & to copy
music. $10/hr. 345-5654.

_____________212

COME TO NEW HAMPSHIRE
FOR THE SUMMER (6121-8120)
OUTSTANDING BROTHER/SIS·
TEA SPORTS
CAMP ON
LARGEST NEW ENGLAND
LAKE. SEEK SKILLED COUN·
SELOAS FOR LAND, WATER
SPORTS, ARTS . EXCELLENT
SALARIES. ROOM, BOARD AND
TRANSPORTATION
PAID.
INTERVIEWS
AVAILABLE.
COME SEE US ON CAMP DAY,
214198. AOBINDEL (GIRLS) 888860-1186, WIN AUKEE (BOYS)
800-791-2018

www.winaukee.com.

___A
_doption_ __
ADOPTION· A LOVING CHOICE.
Loving. Secure Couple will provide your baby wlth a lifetime of
love and opportunities. Expenses
paid. Please call Nancy & Grant
at home collect (815)398-8410,
office 1·800-464-8337, or our
attorney, John Hirschfeld, Collect
@ (217)352-7941 .

For Rent

-----~~---2fJ

NORTHERN MINNESOTA-SEPARATE BOYS' AND GIRLS' CAMP.
Pursuing energehc, caring.
upbeat individuals who wish to
participate in our incredibly posl·
live camp community Seeking
cabin counselors who can also
instruct in traditional campus
activ1t1es, Bdsail, Rifle , Hrsbk,
Sail, Crafts. Wski, Gymn, Bike,
Chmb, Canoe, and Bkpk wilderness trip Ldrs, Cooks. Office and
Supervisory Staff. Make a phenomenal difference 1n the hie of a
child and experience one of the
most rewarding summers of your
Ille. At the Job Fair, FEB 4.
THUNDERBIRD
314·567·3167213
__________

FALL. 5, 4, 3, 2 bedroom houses,
213 bedroom apartments. Close
to campus. 348·5032
- - - - - - _ _ _ _213
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FURNISHED HOUSES for 98·99
school year. $2351 mo. 12 mo
lease,
no pets. Call 345-3148. 514
___________
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FURNISHED HOUSES for 98-99
school year. No pets. $2351 mo12 month lease. Call 345-3148.

--~

~-- 514

1151 Johnson Ave 3 BA house
for rent, all ullhbes + cable included. $960 Mo. 345-7553

514
THREE & FOUR BEDROOM
house & apartments, close to
campus. Call 345-6621

514
SINGLE APT, BASIC FURNISH·
ING, heaVwater provided SP
semester $250. Dave, 345-21 71
9 am.· 11 a.m.

__________514

AVAILABLE FOR FALL 98. ONE,
TWO AND THREE BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENTS
GREAT
LOCATION. 345·6000.514
_____________
EFFICIENCY APT FOR 98·99.
Furnished, great tocat1on. $350
Included utlht1es, 10 mo. lease.
345-4185

--------~~2/4

FOR RENT: Large 2 bedroom
apartments, close to campus, fur·
nished, laundry facihl1es, central
air. For 3 or 4 people Call 3498824 (9·5) or leave a message.
2119
FOR RENT: Large 3 bedroom
house, close to campus, trash
pick up provided. For 4 or more
people. Call 349·8824 (9·5) or
leave a message.

~----~----2/19
2BA APT FOR 2. 112 block to EIU
rec center. CATV Incl, central air,
free parking. C21 Wood, 3454489,
Jim_
Wood,
___
_ _Broker.
_ _ _ _ 1/30
3BR EFACIENCY SUITE. Clean,
secure. economical. $495 divided
by 3. NO B ETIEA DEAL FOR
THE MONEY. C21 Wood, 345·
4489,
Jim Wood,
Broker.
______
__
_ _ _1/30
2BR APT. REASONABLE RENT.
An easy walk to EIU. $420 for a
twosome, 12 month lease. C21
Wood. 345-4489, Jim Wood,
Broker.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/30
1,2,3 bedroom apts. Close to
campus. Call for avallability. Old
Towne Mgt. 345-6533

---'5/4

REMODELED 2 & 3 BEDROOM
APTS. 1 Block north of Domino's.
wld. $195 and $250. Call 3488792.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1129
1520 12th St. 3 BA house for
rent. all utilities + cable included.
$990
345-7553.
_ _mo.
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ 1129
CAMPUS APTS, 2·3 BEDROOMS FOR 2·3 GIRLS. Call
CAMPUS RENTALS 345-3100
between
3-9
____
_p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ 216
2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
APARTMENTS furnished Trash
p/u included. 2 bloeks from cam·
pus. Call 348-0350
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _514
Bnttany Ridge Townhouses for 4
or 5 @ $215 per person, 1 O
months. C21 Wood, 345-4489,
Jim Wood, broker.

_ _ _ 1129

ACROSS
1

~ribed

e L>ut1es

Name:~----~~------~~~~---~--

13 llbra-y

Address: ______________~----------~
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1/30

_ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30

NOW LEASING LARGE 3 BED·
ROOM FURNISHED APART·
MENTS for 98-99 school year.
Call 345-3664 aher 5:00 p.m.
- - - 1~0
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUS·
ES FOR 4 OR 5 0 $215 per per·
son. 10 months. c21 Wood. 3454489, Jim Wood, broker.

1/30
ONE PARTLY FURNISHED APT
all utiht1es included. $350 rent
plus depos t 345-5088, between
9-5.
_______ 1130
ONE BEDROOM UNFUA·
NISHED ALL UTILITIES PAID
EXCEPT phone and cable. NO
PETS and NO PARTIES. 345·
6759.
___________514
FOR RENT 6 BEDROOM, 2
BATH HOUSE . Completely
Remodeled Hardwood floors,
new kitchen, no pets. $220/person
P/U
708-386-3240.
__
_Call
__
_ _ _ _ _ 514
FOR RENT: 3 BEDROOM
HOUSE, Spacious Rooms, No
pets $225/person p/u 708-386·

3240.
~----------514

MCARTHUR MANOR APART·
MENTS now teasing Fall '98 2
bedroom
lum1shed apt. 345-2231.
____________
514
4 PEOPLE NEEDED TO RENT
CONDO. Summer 1998-1999
school year. $200 a month. 345·
9581.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2fJ
1 BEDROOM APT: for one /two
furnished, great location. $400
includes ulllrtles. 10 mo. lease for
98-99. 345-4185

--------~214

VERY LARGE 2 BEDROOM for

3-4 people. Fully furnished. Near
Buzzard Buildmg. Call 348-0157

---

2/11

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT fully
furnished, large private sun deck
near Old Marn. can 348-0157
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2111
4 BEDROOM HOUSE . Living
room and family room. Basement.
2 1/2 blocks from campus . 345·
6967

-------~----1/30

LARGE HOUSE FOR 10 PEO·
PLE 1/2 block from campus 3
large kitchens, 3 bathrooms. 2 hv·
Ing rooms, 8 bedrooms.
Reasonable rent. 345-6967
-

1/30

EFFICIENCY, CLEAN, NEAT
AVAILABLE MAY & August
Responsible People only. No
pets, No parties. Call 348-8821

~--------~216

. The Daily Eastern News

Classified Ad Form

----

GIRLS, CUTE 1 BEDROOM
FURNISHED
APARTMENT.
Trash & water included. No pets,
10 month lease. 345-5048. 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m.

2s Explain further
2&Cortcr
543cretary ol
S1ate

514

216
CLOSE TO CAMPUS HOUSE
NEEDED 3 non-smoking females
for 98199 yr. $235/mon plus utih·
hes. Call 348-6248.
1/30
FOR LEASE FALL '98. 2 lo 5
bedroom houses. 346-3583.

---------~6
SUMMER
OF 1998 ONLY: Few 2
and 3 bedroom units available.
Fully fum1shed mid-campus locatJons. Call 348-0157.
2112

Sublessors
PARK PLACE-Three Bedroom
apartment, sublessors wanted for
summer. More Info? Call 348·
6156.
_2112
3 BEDROOM. 2 BATH FOR
SUMMER '98. 3 Females. $175 +
ullhties. Call 581-3175.

212

SUBLESSOR NEEDED IMMEDI·
ATELY for SP 98 and SU 98, own
bedroom, in nice 2 BR house.
WID, rent very negotiable, 1306 A
St. Call 348-5844 or (847)487·

Travel
DAYTONA BEACH SPRING
BREAK! Break away to the
hottest action rn Florida- Where
guys meet g1r1s1 One or the
newest motels on the ocean,
AAA· rated, beach volleyball, poof
and wet bar open 24 hours
B.yo.b ·STUDENTS only! Call 1·
800-682-0919. http://www.daytonamote! com
-1130
SPRING BREAK '98 GET
GOING!ll Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas & Florida. Group dis·
counts & Free Dnnk Parties' Sell
5 & go free ! Book Now II
V1sa/MC/D1sc/Amex 1·800-234·
7007 http://www.endlesssummertours.com

----------~6
SPRING
BREAK '98 GET
GOING!!! Panama City beachfronl hotels from $991 7 nights
beachlro~, D~ly Drink Parties. &
free ~OYR at best bari;!
Vis8'l'MC1D1sc1Alnex 1·800-234·
7007. www.endlesssummertours.com.

6309

cam
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH Rededication of Church and
Studen1 Center Feb 1s1 at 3 p.m. at the Church. Come celebra1e the
finishing of the student center! Potluck dinner aherwards.
COFFEETALK 7 p.m in Tnad Dining Service. Tonight we will be fea·
l uring Nothing Personal. This event is free II you use your meal card.
DELTA SIGMA Pl Executive board meeting Feb 1st at 9:30 p.m. In
Clifford's Room.
UNITY GOSPEL CHOIR choir rehearsal tonight al 6 p.m. in the Fine
Arts Building rm 013.
US-PERFORMING ARTS committee meeting Feb ~ al 10 a.m. In
the Univel"Slty Walkway. All are welcome to come 9rail aaM!les
GATEWAY COUNCIL Today from 9·12 midnight in the University
Ballroom.
WRmNG CENTER Wnting Comp Exam Workshops today from 6-8
p.m. in Coleman Hall 313. The Workshop Is free for students preparing
to take the writing competency exam. Call 581 ·5929 for more 1nl ormalion.
WOMEN 'S FORUM Saturday Jan. 31 , 1998 at 1 p.m. at 2009 12th
Street

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free ol charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus orgamza,al event. A I Chps should be subm lied to
Tho Daily Eastern Naws office
noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT Example· an event scheduled lor Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wedn-0sday (Thursday 1s deadline
for Friday Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips subm1ttod AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be pubhshod No clips will be taken by phone Any Clip that Is
1lleg ble or contains confl ctrng 1nformati0n WILL NOT BE RUN Clips may be
edited for ava1 ablo space
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Madonna interested Sundance proves profitable
in playing Madotti
NEW YORK {AP) - Madonna on which jagged was basing its
dreams of portraying her. film.
Hollywood producers are com·
Madonna is still interested in
peeing to film her life story. And playing Modotti if the right proart collectors are paying record ject comes along. says her
prices for her photographs of spokeswoman Liz Rosenberg.
flowers.
·
And both companies are working
Tina Modottt. photographer
on films about the ltaltan-born
and revolutionary. captivated photographer.
some of the most prominent
"I've always been intrigued by
arasts and activrstS in the Mexican the hfe of Tina Modotti" says
renaissance of the 1920s. The Madonna. who sold one of her
Hollywood s1 ent screen actress Mercedes to help fund the first
was later framed for the murder retrospective of the photograof her Cuban lover before purong pher's work in 1995. "She was an
down her camera to pursue the incredible woman:·
Communist cause in Europe and
Modotti, who sat for nude
help evacuate Spanish Civil War portraits taken by her lover, photographer Edward Weston,
refugees.
Now, a half-century after her
rejected tradition. She chose
mysterious death in a Mexico "sexual independence over marCity caxicab. the century's "best- riage, political commitment in
known unknown photographer" place of personal security, revolution rather than art," writes
is again tweaking passions.
Margaret Hooks in "Tina
Madonna had signed on with
Mick Jagger's Jagged Films to play Modotti: Photographer and
Modotti, who shares her charis- Revolutionary," one of four
ma, Italian heritage and flair for biographies written in English.
Modotti's extraordinary life
breaking taboos. But the entertainer dropped out last month intersected with Modernism and
after director Stephen Herek muralism, and with social
("Bill and Ted's Excellent upheavals rooted in the Mexican
Adventure," "I 0 I Dalmatians") revolution and the Spanish Civil
secured rights to the biography War.

PARK CITY, Utah (AP) _ The
avalanche at the Sondance Film
Festival had nothing to do with
snow.
The festival was instead
overrun by a blin:ard of money.
mill-ions spent on a number of
small art films some fear have litti e chance of ever justifying
their steep cost.
"It was completely delusional," says Tony Safford, a vice
presi-dent at 20th Century Fox
and one of the few Sundance
shopper s who went home from
last week's festival with his
checkbook intact.
"I feel like I'm standing at the
Roman walls yelling,"The Huns
are coming!' and no one is paying attention."
The wave of hefty distribution deals a reported $6 million
for the romantic comedy "Next
Stop. Wonderland" and $6 million for the Australian film "The
Castle" leading the list signaled
a milestone in the evolution of
Sundance and, simultaneously,
theevolution of independent cinema.
With the major studios controlling the leading distributors
of art film, Sundance's specialized movies are now expected
to generate box-office grosses
few independent films previously

attained.
"The independent market is
overheated," says Ray Price of
Trimark Pictures, which bought
the grand prize-winning "Slam"
and "Billy's Hollywood Screen
Kiss" at the just-concluded festival.
"But that's the nature of capitalism. All markets overheat, and
then they fall back."
When the markets fall back.
will they drag down several
more Independent distributors?
Will the only remaining players
be those- "Independent" companies financed by the Walt Disney
Co. (Miramax Films) Seagram
Co. (October Releasing), News
Corp. (Fox Searchlight) and
Time Warner (Fine Line
features) _ companies increasingly hesitant to handle little,
provocative films?
"The bar is raised for everybody it changes the whole face ·
of the specialized film world,"
says Steve Fagan, national sales
manager for the small distributor Arrow. ·~we can't bid against
that. We can't compete against
that. We don't have Walt
Disney's money."
The big-ticket deals also may
encourage more filmmakers to
gamble life savings in a business
where just a tiny percentage of

completed independent films
ever reach theaters: More than
700 movies were submitted for
Sundance's 16 dramatic competition slots.
"There is no logic to the
business," says Mitch Robbins, a
Boston real estate deve oper
who personally financed "Next
Stop. Wonderland."
"Ninety pe C"ent of the
movies that are
e get no distribution And of the remaining
I0 percent, what
centage get
d1stnbution that
"'ariingful? If I
looked at the b
ess in terms
of the odds of g ng my money
back, I'd never inv st in films."
Coming into the 1998
Sundance festival, many of
Hollywood's acquisitions executives urged caution, since buying
at the 1997 festival was wildly
flawed. At last year's gathering,
Trimark paid an estimated $3
million for "Box of Moonlight."
The film grossed a measly
$782,000 in domestic theaters.
Fox shelled out some
$2.5million for "Star Maps." It
sold $658,000 in tickets.
"A lot of these films have
their moment in the sun and
then just fade away," says
Jonathan Dana, a sales representative and a veteran Sundance
visitor.
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LEATHER BIKER JACKET.
Barely worn Paid $150. Sell for
$65. Call 348-6373

GEO TRACKER, 1993, 4WD,
29,000 miles, hard & soft top,
A/C,(rare), red w/blk top, mint
condition. $8,900, 348·7719 after
5p.m.

EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEKEND SPECIALS'. ORIGINAL
COORS 12 CANS $3.99, BAC·
ARD! LIGHT 750 ML $7.99,
PAUL MASON CARAFS $3.99,
KEYLIGHT KEGS $38, HONEY
BREW KEGS $55. AT EASTSIDE
PACKAGE 18TH ST AND JACK·
SON AVE. 345·5722.

BUlTEA· Get excited for formal!
We can't wail! Love Your Tri·
Sigmaglr1s!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30

TRI-SIGMAS: Fire up for formal!
Some dance to remember, some
dance to forget... We know the
rest.
1/30
_C_O_N_G_R-AT_,..,S,....T'""'o,......,K.,.,.IM.,..,W-=E,...LC~H OF
DZ on her engagement to ERIC
SEIDEL. We are so happy for
you.
1130

A

ALVAREZ ALL WOOD ACOUS·
TIC guitar. $400.00 with hard
case. G.T. Mountain bike wt rack
shock & grip shift. $250.00 Call
Rob5123
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30
1991 PONTIAC LEMANS 4·
SPEED. CD Player, NEW: tires,
battery muffler/ exhaust, brakes.
Great Condition. $3,600 o.b.o.
Call 348-1984.
_________

--------~215

SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
Porches, Cadillacs, Chevy's,
BMW's, Corvette's. Also Jeeps,
4WD's. Your area. Toll lree 1-S00218·9000 Ext.A·2262 for current
listings.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30

1~0

official

---~·---

Announcements

1/30

PARTY BARN AT AILEY CREEK
STABLES! booking for Spring
break parties in February. Small
groups welcome. Call Mr. Ed 348·
1424
__________216

OfflClal Notices are paid for by the Office of University Pubrications.
Questions concerning Notices should be directed to the originator.

SIGN UP NOW TO TAKE mock
LSATS for only $25. More info call
581-6220, 581-2656, or 345·
7823.
Feb.
_ _Deadline
_ _ _Wed.
__
_4th!
_213

BUSINESS EDUCATION MEETING. There will be an 'Orientation
meeting for all Business Education majors who are seeking admission
to Business Teacher Education. This is a required meeting for all
majors who have net attended a previous Business Education meeting.
You cannot student teach unless you attend this meeting. The meeting
will be held in Lumpkin Hall 027 at 4 p.m. on Wednesday, February 11,
1998. At this meeting you will receive all the information you need to
begin the process which takes you to your student teaching semester.
Lillian Greathouse, Associate Professor Business Education
BUSINESS EDUCATION STUDENT TEACHERS MEETING.
Students who plan to teach in the Fall 1998 MUST attend the BED stu·
dent teaching meeting to be held on Wednesday, February 4 at 4 p.m.
in Lumpkin Hall Conference Room 335.
Lillian Greathouse, Associate Professor Business Education
ALL STUDENTS. If you are attending any class in which your name
does not appear on the Official Tenth-day Class Roster, immediately
contact the Registration Office to resolve the problem. Failure to do so
could result In loss of credit.
Michael D. Taylor, Registrar
CREDIT/NO CREDIT LIST. The CrediVNo Credit list for the current
term is now posted on the bulletin boards Inside and outside the
Registration Office, McAfee south basement. Students who elected
credit/no credit option might wish to verify that their requests are
included on the list.
Michael D. Taylor, Registrar
SPECIAL EDUCATION TE.ACHER SCHOLARSHIP. Applications for
Iha 1998-99 Illinois Special Education Teacher Scholarship are now
available and may be picked up in the Office of Financial Aid, Lower
East Wing, SSB. Applicants must plan to major in Special Education
or Communication Disorders and Sciences, have graduated in the top
50 percent of their high school class, and be a U.S. citizen and an
Illinois resident. Applicants must be seeking Initial teacher certlflcalion
and be making satisfactory academic and financial aid progress. A
teaching agreement must be signed if awarded. The application must
reach the Deerfield Office of the Illinois Student Assistance
Commission (!SAC) by February 15, 1998.
Beverly Miller, Financial Aid Advisor
PEER EDUCATION PROGRAM. Students who might be interested in
gaining experience through the Peer Education Program are encouraged to attend an informational meeting next week. The meetings will
take place as follows: February 2 and 3, 7 p.m., Sullivan Room in the
University Union; and February 4 and 5, 7 p.m., S1evenson Hall Lobby.
Applications will be available early at the informational meetings.
Otherwise applications can be picked up in the Health Education
Resource Center starting February 9. Applications are due back in the
Health Education Resource Center no later than February 27 For
more information, contact Eric, at n86, or by e-mail at cgesd.
Lynette Drake, Director of Health Services

KAPPA DELTA INFORMAL RUSH
will be held Tuesday, February 3
at 7:30 p.m. in the Sigma Kappa
Chapter room. All those Interested
are welcome. For more Information call Kim at 345-1193.
_________

-E-A~ST-S~l~D-E__,P_A__,C-K-A"'G~E-W...,..EEK·

END SPECIALS: ORIGINAL
COORS 12 CANS $3.99, BAC·
ARD! LIGHT 750 ML $7.99,
PAUL MASON CARAFS $3.99,
KEYUGHTS $38, HONEY BREW
KEGS $55. AT EASTSIDE PACK·
AGE 18TH ST AND JACKSON
AVE 345-5722.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30

TO BARBI S OF ASA: Your sis·
ters will be cheering for you
tonight during your Pink Panther
performance at the Greek B-ball
game! We .know you will do well!
Alpha love.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/30
CHRISTINA RICCI OF ASA: You
did an awesome job as Rush
Chair! You brought in beautiful
new pearls! We are so proud of
you. Love, Your Sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/30

Personals

PAGE AECONNU OF TAI·
SIGMA: You did a wonderful job
with informational. It was a huge
success. We are so proud of you!
Love,
sisters.
_
_your
__
_ _ _ _ _ 1/30

JOHN MELTON OF DELTA
SIGMA Pl· HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

CONGRATS TO KIM SINCLAIR
of DZ on getting lavaliered to
BEN AULT OF SIG Pl.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/30

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/30

C~~O-N_G_R_A~T~S:-:-:N~E~W.,--,-A7
S~A...,..,MEM-

BERS:
Welcome
to our
Sisterhood! We can't wait to get
to know each and everyone of
you! Alpha love, The Rubies.
--------,,..,..........,...-1/30
BARBI SMYSER OF ASA We'll
be watching you Sat. night du(ing
your pink panther performance!
Love, Your Sisters.
----..,.---,---.,....-1~0
Advertise! Advertise! Advertise!
It pays to advertise with the Daily
Eastern News. So go on over to
Buzzard and place that ad at the
Student Publications desk.

________

00/H~

1~0

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM
SOMO i!l\ll:'S TO

PUT Ot\l WEIGHT
IN~ES~ME

TWO PLACES,

BY MIKE PETERS

DUNKIN

PONUT~
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Verge of the Weekend

Tarantino delivers in film; strange, beautiful ride
"geoff cowgill
Staff writer
Quentin Tarantino's latest film,
"Jackie Brown," is about fear. It
may have been created out of
fear as well.
By adapting an Elmore Leonard
novel ("Rum Punch"), it didn't
appear as if Tarantino was altering his horizons much. In fact.
Leonard's prose. especially his
rapid-fire lowlife repartee rife
with pop culture references.
could be seen as one of
Tarantino's pnmary influences.
The suprise is that "Jackie
Brown" takes Leonard's quick.
slim, very enjoyable potboiler and
excises about half of its violent
scenes and juicier subplots
(involving neo-Nazis} and stretches out the central, somewhat
simple story to a length of about
two and a half hours.
Most directors/adaptors would
probably turn out a fast-paced.
trashy little 93 minute flick with
this material, but by letting it
breathe Tarantino actually man-

ages to elevate and surpass the
book (and it's a helluva read) and
create a very strange and beautifu I beast: a relaxed, crimeromance.
Jackie is a middle-aged airline
stewardess who delivers money
from Mexico for small-time gunrunner Ordell Robbie. When
she's busted in a sting. Ordell
hires bail bondsman Max Cherry
to spring her. Jackie and Max
form an alliance based on respect
and quietly stirring emotions and
try to set Ordell up for the
Alcohol. Tobacco and Firearms
boys while pinching a half million
bucks of Ordell's money so that
Jackie can start a new life.
It's a skeletal plot. but Tarantino 1s not interested in story
machinations. He's concerned
with the people that populate the
film.
Pam Grier. a 70's blaxploitation
icon, plays the title role. The
character is a multi-layered
depiction of an aging. single black
woman struggling with the mundane socio-economic realities

that beset her. Grier's quiet and
contemplative performance gives
the part the gravity it needs.
She's supercool (managing to
find time during the scam to buy
a new suit), but her situations are
not lurid and campy. She's risking
life and liberty in order to make a
better life for herself.
"My ass may be dumb, but I
ain't no dumbass." This is how
Samuel L Jackson defines himself
as Ordell. This slick hood's greatest fear is that he won't be able
to intimidate someone.
Jackson gives probably his best
performance since "Jungle Fever"
here. He's able to convey menace
and insecurity m the same instant.
He exudes a smooth. seductive
menace that's built on cockiness
and cool.
When he visits Jackie with the
intent to kill her. his approach is
all charm. It's a very real character study, putting a human face
on corruption and exhibiting a
complexity of motivation.
Robert Forster gives a phenomenally natural performance as

Max. He's a man who's getting
too old for the cops-and-robbers
routine of his job and, like Jackie,
looking to change his life.
The sudden prescence of this
determined and strong-willed
woman gives him the impetus to
make that change. He seems like
a man with no fear.
Maybe the best scene of the
film involves Ordell trying to
make Max sweat and only getting
a nonchalant understanding of the
danger he's in in return. Jackson's
hurt acceptance of this is priceless.
What does scare Max is Jackie,
or more precisely. what his feelings for her could lead him to.
The change that he so desperately needs to make in his life is his
greatest. maybe only. fear. Seeing
Max take each little step towards
making this decision, like buying a
Delfonics cassettels a unique
delight.
Filling out the picture are
Robert DeNiro as Ordell's

Melanie, one of several strategically placed and chosen
ladyfriends of Ordell's. This pair. a
thousand-yard-stare shell of a
man and a beach bunny who lives
solely for pot, sex and TY. give a
lethargic, static contrast to the
desperate ambitions of the other
characters.
By giving each character some
vanity, grace-note scenes.
Tarantino slows down the pace of
the film. But rather than making it
boring. this gives it a graceful.
naturalistic, mature grandeur.
He makes several gutsy, lowkey choices. allowing yourself to
adapt to his rhythms is very
rewarding. I'll admit that the first
time I saw the film. the pacing
threw me a bit. but a second
viewing has convinced me that
Tarantino has made a brilliant.
finely-observed film that. while
very different in scope and feel,
equals his others.

"Jackie Brown"
Miramax

****

'Pulp' offers earlier post-punk releases, appreciation for brit-pop
0kevin pierce

Staff writer
In 1991 Britain's New Musical Express
called Pulp "the greatest rock and roll
band in the world." Acceptance in America
came in 1995 with their "Different Class"
album. Now the band's three initial releases from 1983 to 1987 have been reissued.
The Pulp recorded on these early
efforts differs greatly from the group that
broke here a few years ago. "It." their first
release. is comprised of bright folk
melodies. Loose open chord guitar with

groove locking gated drums resemble '80s
contemporaries like the Smiths or House
of Love.
Singer Jarvis Cocker fails in substance
on many spots on the album except during
the Leonard Cohen style "My Lighthouse"
and the engaging "Love Love."
"Freaks" and " Masters of the Universe;·
their second and third releases respectively, show a much more polished and refined
band. The albums reflect their post-punk
time period, sounding like Joy Division or
Nick Cave's Birthday Party In many parts.
Minimalist guitar, bass and drums heavily
subside into verses. break loose at chorus-

es and typically crescendo near the end.
Sparse arrangements and frequent time
changes add a dramatic flair.
Distant Doors style organs and dark
string arrangements float around Cocker's
matured lyrical prowess.
"They suffocate at night" poignantly
illustrates withered love regressing into a
smothering codependent relationship with
archetypal universality.
The NME's glorification of Pulp should
not be taken lightly. Brit pop is a genre of
music where style points mean a lot. and
Pulp's mature glamour prevails over
obnoxious counterparts like Oasis or

Weekend

Elastica.
These three seminal albums document
Cocker and company's theatrical inflections, lyrics of love and vast appreciation
for pop music - all pillars for later success.

"It" *

"Masters of the Universe"

*

***

"Freaks" *

gulp

Velvel Records
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Mot er's.
50~ Drafts

$11

Bottles
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One 14"Thin Crust One Topping
piua isjust

$8.85

'8peelal Gue8t:

PLUIVIB
MARCH 19 • 7:30PM
VIRGINIA THE4TRE
TICKET f'ftlCU "3 86 GOlO ClflClE / 111 II IHO V DUAL

CHARGE-BY-PHONE: 217-356-9063

16" Thin Crust One Topping Pizza is $9.85.
Two 16" Thin Crust One Topping Pizzas are just $16.88
Good 7

Da~

a Week on Cany-Out

through February 28. 1998

Charleston

90918th Street
348-7515

Topping excludes extra cheese. Extra Toppings available at an additional charge

Delivered for $1 More!
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